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Abstract
The $-calculus is the extension of the pi -calculus, built around the central notion of cost and allowing infinity in its operators.
We propose the $-calculus as a more complete model for problem solving to provide a support to handle intractability and
undecidability. It goes beyond the Turing Machine model. We define the semantics of the $-calculus using a novel optimization
method (the kΩ -optimization), which approximates a nonexisting universal search algorithm and allows the simulation of many
other search methods. In particular, the notion of total optimality has been utilized to provide an automatic way to deal with
intractability of problem solving by optimizing together the quality of solutions and search costs. The sufficient conditions needed
for completeness, optimality and total optimality of problem solving search are defined. A very flexible classification scheme of
problem solving methods into easy, hard and solvable in the limit classes has been proposed. In particular, the third class deals
with non-recursive solutions of undecidable problems. The approach is illustrated by solutions of some intractable and undecidable
problems. We also briefly overview two possible implementations of the $-calculus.
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1. Introduction
Process algebras belong to a family of algebraic approaches in which equations describe behavior of composite
systems [3]. The most important representatives of process algebras include Hoare’s Communicating Sequential
Processes [36] (CSP, 1978), Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems [46](CCS, 1980) and the pi -calculus [47–
49,51]. Among them the pi -calculus is believed to be the most general and basic theory of concurrency for describing
interactive processes, i.e., processes that continuously interact with an environment and other processes. However,
several aspects are missing in the pi -calculus, to treat it as a complete theory for problem solving:
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• It was unclear whether the pi -calculus could express and solve non-algorithmically TM undecidable problems (look
at [53] and compare a new result in [28]).
• The pi -calculus does not provide any support of how to solve problems. The same applies to other most popular
models of sequential computation — Turing Machines and λ-calculus. This means that if the user knows the
solution, then the problem can be encoded in the pi -calculus, but how to do it is outside of the model.
• The pi -calculus does not provide a support for solution of intractable problems. The user can only express the
solution in the form of a parallel algorithm, hoping that parallelism automatically will help.
• It does not provide any support of how to express cooperation and competition among interacting concurrent
components.
To deal with these problems, the process algebra has to be extended. In this paper, we show one such minimal
extension. Undecidable problems require the means to express computations going beyond the Turing Machine model,
and not merely the ability to simulate the TM or the λ-calculus. To provide the support of how to solve problems we
need some way to express a goal of computation, and the way to measure the distance to the goal. In the case of the
pi -calculus the goals are expressed implicitly by an empty process 0, where no more actions/reductions are possible.
However, there is no support to measure how far we are from reaching the goal (something in the spirit of more up-to-
date versions of Newell and Simon’s General Problem Solver (GPS) [52], or Koza’s Genetic Programming Problem
Solver (GPPS) [42]). This should be not an addition but an integral part of the model. For solution of larger instances of
intractable problems we need (besides the possibility to take a random path, or to explore several paths simultaneously,
which is provided by the pi -calculus operators) a help in choosing a path and measuring the costs/resources used for
the problem to solve. Competition and cooperation require ways to express how one agent can influence another
agent’s ability to achieve its goal.
To preserve the simplicity and elegance of the pi -calculus we need a minimal extension to allow achieving all above
objectives. Dealing with complex problems using complex models will be useless. Let’s leave the complexity only for
problems to be solved. The majority of problems are either undecidable or intractable. Only a small percentage falls
into an easy class, and the bulk of computer science efforts is devoted (by the pragmatic necessity) to the solution of
polynomial/easy problems. The main reason that Turing Machines and the pi -calculus were so successful, was that
they allowed researchers to achieve so much with minimal means. The first objective, i.e., dealing with undecidability,
requires at least a partial departure from the algorithmic models of computation and violation of some principles
of algorithmic problem solving. What is interesting, the last three objectives, i.e., the support for problem solving,
handling intractability, and cooperation/competition can be achieved by introducing some kind of an abstract measure,
allowing to express the quality of solution, the resources used to obtain it, and whether other agents help or distract in
finding a solution. In this paper we present such a minimal extension in searching for solutions by
• Adding an abstract performance measure to process algebra (to deal with intractable problems).
• By violating “algorithmic” finiteness requirements (to deal with undecidable problems).
Such new algebra, will be called the cost calculus, and written shortly as $-calculus. The $-calculus can be
understood as a process algebra inspired by ideas from anytime algorithms. Anytime algorithms (called also resource-
bounded computation), proposed by Dean, Horvitz, Zilberstein and Russell in late 1980s and 1990s [13,38,39,57,56,
73] guarantee to produce better results if more resources (e.g., time, memory) become available. They incrementally
increase the quality of solution, gradually solving a problem as a tradeoff between solution quality and resources used.
To deal with the TM undecidable problems, we will allow the infinity in algebra’s operators. The last three
problems, i.e., adding a support for incremental problem solving, capturing the quality of solutions together with
the resources used, and expressing cooperation or competition between interactive components, are resolved in the
$-calculus by adding the abstract performance measure — the cost, which will measure the distance to the goal, the
complexity and quality of solutions with the amount of resources used to obtain a solution, and the type of interaction
(the degree of cooperation or competition).
The first time when the name $-calculus was used it was in a short paper from Tools with AI TAI’97
conference [16]. It was however a completely different $-calculus — only syntax was defined and some illustrating
examples. Operators included forward and backward matching instead of send and receive, mutation, crossover,
and no adversary choice. No kΩ -optimization, no infinity in operators, total and search optimality. It was simply
a completely different preliminary version of $-calculus that evolved several times until it reached a current form.
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The $-calculus was redefined and used in several conference papers, but mostly dealing with various its potential
applications to robotics, evolutionary computation, bioinformatics, and so on. This is the most complete and most up
to date description of the $-calculus so far that can be understood as the follow-up of [26]. Compared to [26], the
operational semantics has been rewritten completely and the results on undecidability have been added. Practically
all theorems/results on solutions of intractable and undecidable problems are new. Same with most of the examples
or their descriptions. The main objective of [26] was to justify that the $-calculus is a good formalization of resource-
bounded computation/anytime algorithms. The main contribution of this submission is to justify that the $-calculus is
a theory of computation for problem solving providing support for intractable and undecidable problems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, an algorithmic and non-algorithmic problem solving is briefly
overviewed. In Section 3, the $-calculus process algebra is described. In particular, we present the kΩ -optimization
semantics of the $-calculus that approximates search for a non-existing, but possible to approximate indefinitely,
universal problem solving method. In Section 4, we provide sufficient conditions how to reach the best quality
solutions with or without minimal search costs, i.e., the solutions of optimization, search optimization, and total
optimization problems. In Section 5, the $-calculus support and some results for non-algorithmic solutions of
undecidable problems are presented. In Section 6, we overview briefly the implementation efforts of the $-calculus,
namely the CCL and CO$T languages. Section 7 contains the conclusions and problems to be solved.
2. Algorithmic and non-algorithmic problem solving
2.1. Turing Machines and algorithms
Turing Machines and algorithms are two fundamental concepts of computer science and problem solving. Turing
Machines describe the limit of the algorithmic problem solving, and laid the foundation of computer science.
Turing Machine (TM) is considered a formal model of a (digital) computer running a particular program. The
Turing Machine is the invention of Alan Turing, who introduced his a-machine in his 1936 paper [61] as a by-product
to show the unsolvability of the Hilbert’s decision problem in mathematics to prove or disprove all mathematical
statements [67].
A TM supposed to model any human solving algorithmically an arbitrary problem using mechanical methods. A
TM has a finite control (having a finite number of states), and infinite tape of cells (each cell keeping one symbol) and
a read/write head. Initially, the tape contains a finite-length string of symbols from the input alphabet. All other cells,
extending infinitely to the left and right are blank (contain a special blank symbol B from the tape alphabet). A TM
being in some state reads a symbol from the tape alphabet, and moves head one position left or right. A read–write
tape serves both as input, output and unbounded storage device. An abstract tape head is the marker — it marks the
“current” cell, which is the only cell that can influence the move of a TM. After a finite number of moves TM should
stop and the tape should contain the answer to the problem.
It turns out that some problems cannot be solved by TMs and some of them are solvable, but require too many steps.
The number of different languages (problems) over any alphabet of more than one symbol (we need a second symbol
as a separator) is not countable (justification by diagonalization argument), however the number of all possible TMs
is enumerable. Each TM represents one problem (language). Thus it is clear that there exist problems which cannot be
mapped (solved) by TMs. In such a way Turing received his result about unsolvability of the “halting problem” of the
Universal Turing Machine representing all possible TMs. This corresponds directly to the unsolvability of Hilbert’s
Entscheidungsproblem— the main reason of introduction by Turing his a-machines.
An algorithm is one of most fundamental concepts of current mathematics and computer science having roots in
ancient Egypt, Greece, and Babylon, with the attempt to “mechanize” computational problem solving. The algorithm
should consist of a finite number of steps, each having well defined meaning. The general belief that every algorithm
can be expressed in terms of a Turing machine, is now known as the Church–Turing thesis.
We use the simplicity of the TM model to prove formally that there are specific problems (languages) that the TM
cannot solve [37]. Solving the problem is equivalent to decide whether a string belongs to the language. A problem
that cannot be solved by computer (Turing machine) is called undecidable (TM undecidable). The class of languages
accepted by Turing machines are called recursively enumerable (RE-)languages. For RE-languages, TM can accept
the strings in the language but cannot tell for certain that a string is not in the language.
There are two classes of unsolvable languages (problems):
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recursively enumerable RE but not recursive — TM can accept the strings in the language but cannot tell for
certain that a string is not in the language (e.g., the language of the universal Turing machine, or Post’s
Correspondence Problem language). A language is decidable but its complement is undecidable, or vice
versa: a language is undecidable but its complement is decidable.
non-RE — no TM can even recognize the members of the language in the RE sense (e.g., the diagonalization
language). Neither a language nor its complement is decidable.
Decidable problems have an algorithm, i.e., TM halts whether or not it accepts its input. Decidable problems are
described by recursive languages. Algorithms as we know are associated with the class of recursive languages, a
subset of recursively enumerable languages for which we can construct its accepting TM. For recursive languages,
both a language and its complement are decidable.
We shift our attention from what can or cannot be computed down to the level of efficient versus inefficient
computation. We focus on problems that are decidable, and ask which of them can be computed by TMs that run in an
amount of time that is polynomial in the size of the input. The threshold what is tractable (easy) and intractable (hard)
is between problems having polynomial versus exponential complexity. Practical problems requiring polynomial time
are almost always solvable in an amount of time that we can tolerate, while those that require exponential time
generally cannot be solved except small instances. The theory of “intractability” deals with techniques for showing
problems not to be solvable in polynomial time. Decidable problems can be either tractable or intractable. A problem
that requires a non-polynomial amount of time or memory is called intractable. A problem that requires a polynomial
amount of time or memory is called easy or tractable.
2.2. Dealing with intractability: Extensions of classical algorithms
Now, we will turn out attention toward intractable problems.
The basic ways to approach intractable problems are varied and they employ: non-deterministic, randomized,
heuristic, approximation, probabilistic, greedy, anytime, evolutionary, interactive and parallel algorithms.
In [21] four methods to deal with TM intractability were identified:
(1) Interaction: by getting feedback from the external world. The world can be represented by an environment or
other agents. Feedback can be in the form of direct advice (represented by interactive algorithms, or interactive
Turing test for intelligence), or using some performance measure obtained by interaction (measurement,
observation) with environment describing “goodness” of a solution and/or resources used to find it. Performance
measures are utilized by evolutionary algorithms, anytime algorithms, A* or minimax search algorithms, dynamic
programming, $-calculus.
(2) Evolution: transforming problem to a simpler (less complex) or incomplete one. This approach is
used by structured programming, approximation algorithms, neural networks (performing approximate
classification/regression), anytime algorithms, and $-calculus. In spite, of their name, evolutionary algorithms, in
general, do not simplify problem to solve (excluding, perhaps, Genetic Programming with Automatically Defined
Functions [40]).
(3) Guessing: selecting randomly a path to find a solution. This approach is used by non-deterministic, probabilistic,
randomized, ergodic, evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing, random restart hill climbing. The ability to
guess is indeed a powerful gift! [30].
(4) Parallelism: exploring all possible solutions simultaneously by trading usually time complexity for space
complexity. This approach is represented by quantum computing, DNA-based computing, neural networks,
parallel computing on supercomputers or on Internet, and $-calculus.
2.3. Dealing with undecidability: Non-algorithmic computation and superTuring models
The simplicity and power of Turing Machines became a paradigm of computation that destroyed earlier
assumptions that mathematics and other problems could be universally solved. Turing Machines and algorithms have
been dominating computer science since 1960s.
However, in 1990s it turned out that many areas require stronger models, and that Turing Machines and algorithms
do not represent a definitive limit of problem solving. In particular, the dynamic interaction of clients and servers
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on Internet, robot sensing and acting, and an infinite adaptation from evolutionary computation cannot be properly
described using TMs and algorithms. They require a violation of some or all requirements of algorithms: the finiteness
and/or well defined meaning of each step. The TM model is to weak to describe properly Internet, evolution, or
robotics, because it is a closed model, which requires that all inputs are given in advance, and the TM is allowed to
use an unbounded but only a finite amount of resources at a time (e.g., time or memory).
Let’s firstly define the type of computation which is more expressive than Turing Machines and algorithms.
Definition 2.1 (On superTuring Computation). By superTuring computation we mean any computation that cannot
be carried out by a Turing Machines as well as any (algorithmic) computation carried out by a Turing Machine.
Definition 2.2 (On superTuring Computers). SuperTuring computers are any computational devices capable to
perform superTuring computation.
In this paper, we use the term of computation in this wider “superTuring computation” sense, and not in the
narrower “algorithmic” (recursive algorithms) meaning.
It is interesting that some of the superTuring models of computation are quite old. In particular, Turing himself did
not consider his Turing Machines (called by him automatic machines or a-machines) as a definitive limit of problem
solving [10,24]. Turing did not anticipate that his model will be so dominating in all problem solving, and perhaps
overused.
Several models more expressive than Turing Machines have been proposed:
• oracle machines (o-machines), choice machines (c-machines), and unorganized machines (u-machines)
(Turing [62,61,63]),
• cellular automata (von Neumann, Ulam [72,6]),
• neural networks (Garzon, Siegelmann [30,58]),
• Interaction Machines (Wegner [64,65]),
• Persistent Turing Machines (Goldin [31,32]),
• Site and Internet Machines (van Leeuwen [70]),
• Inductive Turing Machines (Burgin [4,5]),
• Infinite Time Turing Machines (Hamkins [29]),
• Accelerating Turing Machines (Copeland [9]),
• pi -calculus (Milner [48,49,51]),
• $-calculus (Eberbach [18,22,24,26]),
• Evolutionary Turing Machines (Eberbach [19,21,27]).
Such models derive their higher than TM expressiveness using three principles [20,22]:
(1) Interaction: opening a closed model by interacting with the external world. The world can be in the form of
a singular entity or multiple agents, which actively participate in computation. The external component has to
be either “smarter” than TM or it has to be infinite many of “dumb/ordinary” components. This approach is
represented by Turing c-machines and o-machines, Wegner’s Interaction Machines [64], and by Van Leeuwen
Site and Internet machines.
(2) Evolution: allowing adaptation of TM to a possibly smarter component or infinite sequence of components. This
approach is used by the $-calculus [18] and evolutionary computation paradigm.
(3) Infinity: releasing restriction on boundedness of resources, i.e., allowing either an infinite initial configuration,
infinite many computing elements, infinite time, or infinite/uncountable alphabets. For example:
• Allowing an infinite initial configuration (persistence): is represented by cellular automata, Interaction
Machines [64], Persistent Turing Machines [31] and $-calculus [18].
• Allowing infinite many computing elements (an infinity of operators) can be modeled by an infinite number of
tapes of TM, or infinite number of read/write heads — an unbounded parallelism. The approach is represented
by cellular automata, neural networks, random automata networks [30], the $-calculus [18]. It should be used
by models of massively parallel computers or Internet, where we do not put restriction on the number of
computing elements. Note that we should allow an infinite number of computers modeling massively parallel
computers and Internet, because by the same argument as Turing allowed (non-existing in nature) an infinite
tape in TM, we should allow an infinite supply of (non-existing in nature) machines in models of parallel and
distributed computation.
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• Allowing infinite time is represented by reactive systems [60], Infinite Time Turing Machines [29] and Inductive
Turing Machines [4,5].
• Allowing uncountable alphabets is represented by analog computers, neural networks and hybrid automata.
2.4. Measuring problem solving performance: Bounded rational agents and optimization under bounded resources
An algorithm provides a recipe to solve a given problem. It consists of a finite number of steps/actions, each having
well defined and implementable meaning. An algorithm starts from the initial state and terminates (if successful)
in one terminal state from the set of terminal/goal states. If the algorithm reaches its goal state, then we say that the
algorithm satisfied its goal and problem has been solved. The goal test (also called a termination condition) determines
whether a given state is a goal state. The set of states that is reachable from the initial state forms the search space of
the algorithm. Thus the solution of the problem can be interpreted as a search process through the set of states. The
state space forms a directed graph (or its special case — a tree) in which nodes are states and the arcs between nodes
are actions. Search can be deterministic or non-deterministic/probabilistic. Multiple solutions can be ranked using an
objective function (e.g., a utility or fitness function). In particular, there can be none, one, or several optimal solutions
to the problem. Using objective functions allows capturing the process of iterative approximation of solutions and
different qualities of solutions in contrast to simply a binary decision: a goal reached or not.
Recently, there has been a shift from consideration of optimal decisions in simple search algorithms and games
to a consideration of optimal decision-making programs for agents operating in dynamic, inaccessible, complex
environments that are closer to the real world.
Definition 2.3. An agent [56] is just something that acts (agent comes from the Latin agere, to do). But computer
agents are expected to have other attributes that distinguish them from mere “programs”, such as operating under
autonomous control, perceiving their environment, persisting over a prolonged time period, adapting to change, and
being capable of taking on another’s goals.
An agent is embodied (e.g., robot or animal) or disembodied (e.g., softbot) creature that perceives its environment
through sensors and acts upon that environment through effectors in order to survive and prospect (i.e., living natural
or artificial life). Natural agents live natural life, and artificial agents exhibit artificial life (Alife), however any
combination is possible: animals are natural agents living in natural environment, robots are artificial agents living in
natural environment, virtual reality involve natural agents living in artificial environment, and computer agents (e.g.,
softbots) are artificial agents living in artificial environment.
Agents can be unlimited or limited, i.e., ideal rational or bounded rational.
Definition 2.4. An ideal rational (intelligent) agent [56] is one that always takes the action that is expected to optimize
its performance measure, given the percept sequence it has seen so far.
However, this definition requires an unrealistic assumption that an agent has unlimited resources (e.g., infinite speed
of computation, or infinite memory). Unfortunately, most of the real problems requiring intelligence are computably
undecidable or intractable (either unsolvable or exponentially complex), thus perfect optimization required for
intelligence is out of the question. Thus to be perfectly rational is impossible, because of prohibiting problem solving
complexity. Anytime algorithms [13,38,39,57,56,73] attempt to trade off result quality for the time or memory needed
to generate results. They are guaranteed to produce better results having more available resources (e.g., time or
memory). They can produce an approximate result at any time (thus their name). Anytime algorithms share the
following characteristics: elementary algorithm construction with bounded optimal answer, composability, presence
of meta-level control, and performance measure and prediction [73,26].
A bounded rational agent is one that always takes the action that is expected to optimize its performance measure,
given the percept sequence it has seen so far and limited resources one has.
Definition 2.5. A limited (bounded) rational agent [56] is one that always takes the action that is expected to optimize
its performance measure, given the percept sequence it has seen so far and the limited resources one has. A bounded
rational agent solves constraint optimization problems, taking into account both the quality of a solution and the costs
of resources used to obtain it.
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Bounded optimality fits intuitive idea of intelligence and provides a bridge between theory and practice.
The performance of search algorithms (intelligence of an agent) can be evaluated in four ways (see e.g. [56])
capturing whether a solution has been found, its quality and the amount of resources used to find it.
Definition 2.6 (On Completeness, Optimality, Search Optimality, and Total Optimality). We say that the search
algorithm is
• Complete if it guarantees reaching a terminal state/solution if there is one.
• Optimal if the solution is found with the optimal value of its objective function.
• Search optimal if the solution is found with the minimal amount of resources used (e.g., the time and space
complexity).
• Totally optimal if the solution is found both with the optimal value of its objective function and with the minimal
amount of resources used.
Definition 2.7 (On Problem Solving as a Multiobjective Optimization Problem). Given an objective function f :
A × X → R, where A is an algorithm space with its input domain X and codomain in the set of real numbers,
R, problem solving can be considered as a multiobjective minimization problem to find a∗ ∈ AF and x∗ ∈ XF , where
AF ⊆ A are terminal states of the algorithm space A, and XF ⊆ X are terminal states of X such that
f (a∗, x∗) = min{ f1( f2(a), f3(x)), a ∈ A, x ∈ X}
where f3 is a problem specific objective function, f2 is a search algorithm objective function, and f1 is an aggregating
function combining f2 and f3.
Without losing generality, it is sufficient to consider only minimization problems. An objective function f3 can
be expanded to multiple objective functions if problem considered has several objectives. The aggregating function
f1 can be arbitrary (e.g., additive, multiplicative, a linear weighted sum). The only requirement is that it captures
properly the dependence between several objectives. In particular, if f1 becomes an identity function, we obtain the
Pareto optimality
f (a∗, x∗) = min{( f2(a), f3(x)), a ∈ A, x ∈ X}
understood in the sense that there do not exist such a 6= a∗, x 6= x∗ that f2(a) ≤ f2(a∗) and f3(x) ≤ f3(x∗) ,
and f2(a) < f2(a∗) or f3(x) < f3(x∗). Using Pareto optimality is simpler, however we lose an explicit dependence
between several objectives (we keep a vector of objectives ignoring any priorities, on the other hand, we do not have
problems combining objectives if they are measured in different “units”, for example, an energy used and satisfaction
of users). For fixed f2 we consider an optimization problem — looking for minimum of f3, and for fixed f3 we look
for minimum of search costs — search optimum of f2.
Objective functions allow capturing convergence and the convergence rate of construction of solutions much better
than symbolic goals. Obviously every symbolic goal/termination condition can be expressed as an objective function.
For example, a very simple objective function can be the following: if the goal is satisfied the objective is set to 1, and
if not to 0. Typically, much more complex objective functions are used to better express evolutions of solutions.
Let (A∗, X∗) denote the set of totally optimal solutions. In particular X∗ denotes the set of optimal solutions, and
A∗ the optimal search algorithms.
Let Y be a metric space, where for every pair of its elements x, y there is assigned the real number D(x, y) ≥ 0,
called distance, satisfying three conditions [44]:
(1) D(x, x) = 0
(2) D(x, y) = D(y, x)
(3) D(x, y)+ D(y, z) ≥ D(x, z).
The distance function can be defined in different ways, e.g., as the Hamming distance, Euclidean distance, D(x, y) =
0 if x satisfies termination condition and D(x, y) = 1 otherwise. To keep it independent from representation, and to
allow to compare different solving algorithms, we will fix the distance function to the absolute value of difference of
the objective functions D(x, y) = | f (x)− f (y)|. We extend the definition of the distance from the pairs of points to
the distance between a point and the set of points D(x, Y ) = min{| f (x)− f (y)|; y ∈ Y }.
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In problem solving, we will be interested in the distance to the set of optimal solutions Y ∗, i.e., in the distance
D((a, x), (A∗, X∗)), and in particular D(x, X∗),D(a, A∗).
Definition 2.8 (On Solution Convergence). If there is a moment of time t (bounded or unbounded, i.e., t =
0, 1, 2, . . .) the solution will be said to be
• convergent to the total optimum iff there exists such τ that for every t > τD((a[t], x[t]), (A∗, X∗)) = 0,
• asymptotically convergent to the total optimum iff for every ε, ∞ > ε > 0, there exists such τ that for every
t > τD((a[t], x[t]), (A∗, X∗)) < ε,
• convergent with an error ε to the total optimum, where ∞ > ε > 0 iff there exists such τ that for every
t > τD((a[t], x[t]), (A∗, X∗)) ≤ ε,
• divergent, otherwise.
If t is fixed the convergence is algorithmic, otherwise it is non-algorithmic. Asymptotic convergence is non-
algorithmic.
Definition 2.9 (On Solution Convergence Rate). The convergence rate to the total optimum is defined as
D((a[t], x[t]), (A∗, X∗))− D((a[t + 1], x[t + 1]), (A∗, X∗)).
The convergence rate describes the one-step performance of the algorithm, where the positive convergence rate
means that the algorithm drifts towards the optimum and the negative rate signifies a drift away from the optimum [35].
With positive convergence rate, the search algorithm will typically converge or asymptotically converge to the
optimum. The best search algorithms will have typically a high convergence rate and a small number of steps to
reach the optimum. In the similar way, optimal and search optimal convergence and convergence rate can be defined.
If the search algorithm is probabilistic, we use an expected value of the distance function.
Search can involve single or multiple agents:
– single agent: and algorithms like depth-first, breadth-first, uniform cost, iterative deepening, A*, IDA*, SMA*, hill
climbing, simulated annealing [56,45],
– two agents: using algorithms like minimax, alpha–beta, expectiminimax [71,56],
– multiple agents: and algorithms like kΩ -optimization, n-player games, co-evolutionary algorithms, COllective
INtelligence [71,45,69].
For multiple agents search can be cooperative, competitive, or random. In cooperative search other agents help to
find an optimum, in competitive search — they distract to reach an optimum, and in random search other agents do
not care about helping or distracting to reach an optimum.
Search algorithms can be online, where action execution and computation are interleaved, and offline, where the
complete solution is computed first and executed after without any perception. More interesting are online algorithms,
although the majority of developed so far search algorithms are offline.
3. The $-calculus algebra of bounded rational agents
The $-calculus is a mathematical model of processes capturing both the final outcome of problem solving as well as
the interactive incremental way how the problems are solved. The $-calculus is a process algebra of Bounded Rational
Agents for interactive problem solving targeting intractable and undecidable problems. It has been introduced in the
late of 1990s [16–18,20,22,24,66,25,26].
The $-calculus (pronounced COST calculus) is a formalization of resource-bounded computation (also called
anytime algorithms), proposed by Dean, Horvitz, Zilberstein and Russell in the late 1980s and early 1990s [13,38,
39,57,56,73]. Anytime algorithms are guaranteed to produce better results if more resources (e.g., time, memory)
become available. The unique feature of the $-calculus is its support for problem solving by incrementally searching
for solutions and using cost to direct its search.
It appears that interactive agents require models more expressive than TMs. The $-calculus can express formalisms
having richer behaviors than Turing Machines, including the pi -calculus, cellular automata, interaction machines,
neural nets, and random automata networks [17]. The $-calculus rests upon the primitive notion of cost in a similar
way as the pi -calculus was built around a central concept of interaction.
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So far, nobody has proposed anytime algorithms as a general theory of computation. Based on Church’s λ-calculus
and Milner’s pi -calculus, we extend process algebra operators with von Neumann/Morgenstern’s costs/utilities. As
a result we shift a computational paradigm from the design of agents achieving one-time goals, to agents who
persistently attempt to optimize their happiness. In our approach to achieve a goal means to achieve a global optimum,
which is a well defined concept. The $-calculus is a higher order polyadic process algebra with a utility (cost) allowing
users to capture bounded optimization and meta-reasoning in distributed interactive AI systems. It can be written
briefly in the form of the equation: $-Calculus = Process Algebra + Anytime Algorithms.
Historically, the $-calculus has been derived from the λ-calculus and the pi -calculus:
Church’s λ-calculus (1936): sequential algorithms, equivalent to the TM model, built around the function as a basic
primitive.
Milner’s pi -calculus (1992): parallel algorithms, a superTuring model, but no support for automatic problem solving,
built around interaction.
The $-calculus (1997): parallel algorithms, a superTuring model, built-in support for automatic problem solving (the
kΩ -optimization), built around cost.
The kΩ -optimization represents this “impossible” to construct but “possible to approximate indefinitely” universal
algorithm. It is a very general search method, allowing the simulation of many other search algorithms, including
A*, minimax, dynamic programming, tabu search, or evolutionary algorithms. It can be understood as another
step in the never ending dream of universal problem solving methods recurring throughout all computer science
history, including: Universal Turing Machine (UTM, Turing, 1936 [61,62]), General Problem Solver (GPS, Simon
and Newell, 1961 [52]), Evolutionary Algorithms (Holland, Rechenberg, Fogel, 1960s [2,45]), Prolog and Fifth
Generation Computers Project (1970/80s), Genetic Programming Problem Solver (GPPS, Koza, 1990s [40–42]). Most
results in this quest are negative: a universal algorithm does not exist — the halting/decision problem of UTM (Turing,
1936 [61]), the No Free Lunch Theorem (Wolpert, Macready, 1997 [68]). A positive result, agreeing that the universal
algorithm does not exist, provides a hope that it can be indefinitely asymptotically approximated (Eberbach [21,27]).
The unique aspects of the $-calculus are
• Proposing anytime algorithms as a general theory of computation comparable to λ- or pi -calculi,
• Targeting models that are more expressive than Turing machines,
• The extension of performance measures beyond time to include answer quality and uncertainty,
• A complete set of operators to build rational programs (defining typical operators and allowing users to define own
operators),
• A new search method (called the kΩ -optimization) to deal with spatial and temporal constraints in a flexible way.
• A unique way to deal with the spatial and temporal complexity by replacing parts of the search space by invisible
actions whose cost can be estimated.
Each agent has its own Ω search space and its own limited horizon of deliberation with depth k and width b. Agents
can cooperate by selecting actions with minimal costs, can compete if some of them minimize and some maximize
costs, and be impartial (irrational or probabilistic) if they do not attempt optimize (evolve, learn) from the point of
view of the observer.
The $-calculus is a generic model for problem solving. In particular, it is applicable to robotics [14,15,23], software
agents, neural nets, and evolutionary computation [19,25]. Potentially it could be used for design of cost languages,
cellular evolvable cost-driven hardware, DNA-based computing and bioinformatics [1], electronic commerce, and
quantum computing. The $-calculus leads to a new programming paradigm cost languages [23,25] and a new class of
computer architectures cost-driven computers.
3.1. The $-calculus syntax
Let T be a set of terminals corresponding to constants, variables, data structures, and zero-argument functions.
They terminate evaluation. Let F be a set of functions, such as arithmetic operations, programming operations,
mathematical/logical functions, user or automatically defined functions. Functions are executed by evaluation.
Terminals are data for functions. Functions are dynamic, they input terminals, modify them, and produce new
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terminals. Let M be a set of meta-code operating on terminals T , functions F and modifications M (note self-
modification). Meta-code and cost are unique features of the $-calculus. Meta-code searches for minimal cost
algorithms that achieve the desired goal. In other words, terminals are zero-order, regular functions are first order, and
meta-code — higher order (≥2) functions. The uniform approach to data, code and meta-code is similar to symbolic
expressions from Lisp.
Let a, b, c, . . . be names over sets T , F and M , and each with an integral arity ≥0 (representing number of
parameters) for each terminal, function and meta-code. Let ◦, ‖,uniondbl,unionmulti,unionsq, $,→,←,′ , 1, ,¯ := be predefined (reserved)
names. Let kΩ , sel, exam, exec, goal, loop be predefined meta-symbol names. We assume that basic arithmetic and
relational operators are predefined and available, e.g. (+ 1 2), (< x 4), etc.
Let P, Q, R, . . . range over the $-expressions P (read: cost expressions) and let X, Y, Z , . . . be process variables.
We will distinguish simple (or atomic) $-expressions, executed in one indivisible step, or considered to be indivisible
because it is more convenient from the point of a user. $-expressions return other cost expressions as a result of
their evaluation. In particular, they may return nothing after successful execution, or they may block after a failure in
execution.
Let I be a possibly countably infinite indexing set used to index arguments of $-expressions. The indexing set can be
omitted if it is empty, or the list of arguments is small, or arguments can be deduced from the context. The indexing set
I is a possibly countably infinite, and all $-calculus operators use a possibly countably infinite (unbounded) indexing
set I . The indexing set I is infinite to express formalisms with richer behavior than Turing machines: including cellular
automata [6], interaction machines [64,65], neural networks, and random automata networks [30]. This expressive
power is needed to express interactive distributed systems, construction universality, self-reproduction, and evolution
problems. [17] shows $-calculus simulates λ-calculus, pi -calculus, interaction machines, cellular automata, neural
networks and random automata networks.
Throughout the paper we use prefix notation. Data, functions, and meta-code are written as ( fi∈I xi ), where f
is a function/terminal/modification name and x1, x2, . . . is a vector of its parameters (possibly countably infinite).
Sometimes, we omit parameters, and write simply f . We also refer to data, functions, and meta-code, all as functions.
In $-calculus everything is a cost expression: agents, environment, communication, interaction links, inference
engines, modified structures, data, code, and meta-code. $-expressions can be simple or composite. Simple (contract)
$-expressions α are considered to be executed in one atomic indivisible step. Composite (interruptible) $-expressions
P consist of distinguished components (simple or composite ones) and can be interrupted.
Definition 3.1 (The $-calculus). The set P of $-calculus process expressions consists of simple $-expressions α and
composite $-expressions P , and is defined by the following syntax:
α ::= ($i∈I Pi ) cost
| (→i∈I c Pi ) send Pi with evaluation through channel c
| (←i∈I c X i ) receive X i from channel c
| (′i∈I Pi ) suppress evaluation of Pi| (ai∈I Pi ) defined call of simple $-expression a with parameters
Pi , and its optional associated definition
(:= (ai∈I X i ) 〈R〉) with body R evaluated atomically
| (a¯i∈I Pi ) negation of defined call of simple $-expression a
P ::= (◦ i∈I α Pi ) sequential composition
| ( ‖ i∈I Pi ) parallel composition
| (uniondbli∈I Pi ) cost choice
| (unionmultii∈I Pi ) adversary choice
| (unionsqi∈I Pi ) general choice
| ( fi∈I Pi ) defined process call f with parameters Pi , and its
associated definition (:= ( fi∈I X i ) R) with body R
(normally suppressed); (1 R) will force evaluation of
R exactly once
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In the case when the indexing set I is empty, we write empty parallel composition, general, cost and adversary
choices as ⊥ (blocking), and empty sequential composition (I empty and α = ε) as ε (invisible transparent action,
which is used to mask, make invisible parts of $-expressions). Adaptation (evolution/upgrade) is an essential part of
$-calculus, and all $-calculus operators are infinite (an indexing set I is unbounded). The $-calculus agents interact
through send–receive pair as the essential primitives of the model.
The detailed explanations and examples of $-expressions are presented below:
(1) A zero ⊥.
A predefined process simply blocks and does (returns) nothing (degenerate process or inaction with blocking);
⊥ fulfills function of the logical false, any $-expression different than ⊥ represents true. It is a special instance
of empty choices and empty parallel composition, thus it is not listed separately in syntax definition.
(2) A silent process ε.
Unlike zero it never blocks, but executes silently returning nothing (thus it is considered to be unobservable,
i.e., not visible or ignored by the agent). Although not directly observable, the effects of silent actions can be
estimated by costs. In particular, it can be used to shut down a part of the $-expression making it invisible
(transparent) for a given agent. It is a special instance of an empty sequential composition.
(3) A cost ($i∈I Pi ).
The cost function calculates a cost (the value of the objective function) associated with Pi and used for solution
of optimization problems. ($i∈I Pi ) = $1($2(P1), $3(P2), . . .), where $i , i > 1 is a cost function of $-expression
Pi−1, and $1 is an aggregating cost function combining $i , i > 1. The return value is typically defined in the
domain of real numbersR with added infinity∞. In particular, if $1 becomes an identity function, we obtain the
Pareto optimality. A standard cost function is predefined in the $-calculus, however the user can define own cost
functions.
(4) A send (→i∈I c Pi ) and a receive (←i∈I c X i ).
The $-calculus agents interact through send–receive pairs as the essential primitives of the model. Send and
receive always work in pairs by handshaking message-passing communication typical for process algebras. If
send or receive cannot find matching element, they block. Both send and receive should use the same name of
communication link, called channel (here c), and each Pi in send should be matched by a corresponding X i in
receive.
(5) A suppression (′i∈I Pi ).
It suppresses evaluation of the underlying $-expression (same as quote operation in Lisp).
(6) A user-defined simple $-expression call (ai∈I Pi ) and its associated optional definition (:= (ai∈I X i ) 〈R〉).
These are user-defined elements representing data, code, or meta-code, i.e., possible to evaluate immediately.
Simple cost expressions with name a and parameters Pi will identify atomic actions which may be performed by
a process. The structure of simple cost expressions is neglected, and their body R is considered to be evaluated
atomically in one indivisible step (independently of their possible structure, thus the body definition can be
defined optionally if needed to understand what simple cost expression is doing or for possible implementation),
denoted as 〈R〉.
(7) A negation of user-defined simple $-expression call (a¯i∈I Pi ) and its associated optional definition (:=
(a¯i∈I X i ) 〈Q〉).
For each user-defined simple cost expression a there is associated its unique negation a (with the same
parameters) such that at most one of a or a can be executed at the same time (because one of them will block
and its cost to execute will be equal to∞). Of course, a is different than a, and we declare that double negated
a is equivalent to a.
(8) A sequential composition (◦ i∈I α Pi ).
Sequential composition is used when $-expressions are evaluated in a textual order. This function means that
if α does not block, then α is evaluated first, next P1, P2, . . .; otherwise it blocks. A sequential composition
behaves like ε for the empty sequential composition (for I = ∅ and α = ε).
(9) A parallel composition ( ‖ i∈I Pi ).
This function evaluates all Pi simultaneously and it picks up a subset of non-blocked elements Pi at random
for evaluation. If all Pi block, then parallel composition blocks (deadlocks). The empty parallel composition
behaves like ⊥.
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(10) A cost choice (uniondbli∈I Pi ) and an adversary choice (unionmultii∈I Pi ).
The cost choice selects exactly one Pj with minimal costs, and the adversary choice selects exactly one Pj
with maximal costs for evaluation. Ties are broken randomly. An empty cost choice and an empty adversary
choice (for I = ∅) reduce to ⊥.
(11) A general choice (unionsqi∈I (◦ αi Pi )).
The general choice selects randomly exactly one Pj which guard α j does not block. The empty general choice
behaves like ⊥.
(12) A defined process call ( fi∈I Pi ), and its associated recursive definition (:= ( fi∈I X i ) R).
Call and definition encapsulate expressions in a more complex form (like procedure or function definitions
in programming languages). In particular, they specify recursive or iterative repetition of $-expressions. The
definition creates or redefines a template object named f , with formal input parameters X i , and with the body R.
The body evaluation by default is suppressed, however it can be forced to be evaluated exactly once by applying
once operator (1 R). The definition f is evaluated by its associated call ( fi∈I Pi ), returning new (calculated)
values. For a call f , there must be a current unique defining equation (:= ( fi∈I X i ) R), where the names X i
are all distinct. The definition body may contain free variable names. In the call ( f Q1 Q2 . . .) behaves like
R{Q1/X1, Q2/X2, . . .}, where Qi/X i means the simultaneous substitution of Qi for all occurrences of X i in
R. The definition provides recursion, since R may contain any identifier, even f itself. If associated definition
does not exist, and the function call is not a simple cost expression, then the call blocks.
The operators← and := are EX-binders, i.e. in the processes (◦ (← a EX) P) and (:= ( f EX) P) the occurrences
of EX in P are bound, using usual rules for scope. The free variables of P do not occur in the scope of any binder
and are denoted by f v(P). Bounded variables are denoted by bv(P). The alpha-conversion of bounded variables is
defined as usual, and renaming (or substitution) P{ EY/ EX}, where | EY | = | EX | is defined as the result of replacing all
occurrences of X1, X2, . . . , Xn in P by Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn , possibly applying alpha-conversion to avoid capture.
3.2. The $-calculus operational cost semantics: A Labeled Transition System and the kΩ -optimization meta-search
In this section we define the operational semantics of the $-calculus using a Labeled Transition System
(LTS) [50] extended by the kΩ -search that captures the dynamic nature and incomplete knowledge associated with
the construction of the problem solving tree (LTS). The conventional LTS assumes that the complete derivation tree is
possible to construct and the size of the tree is outside of its consideration. The kΩ -search describes how the problem
solving tree (LTS) is evolved and pruned at the macro-level, and a Labeled Transition System with Inference Rules and
Structural Congruence record the successive actions to be performed at the micro-level. A new notion here, compared
to traditional tools used for process algebras, is the kΩ -search. However, after that we leave the Keller/Plotkin’s
Labeled Transition System without changes — our goal at this point is rather not to experiment with semantics and
various equivalence notions, but to re-use (if possible) the existing process algebra tools. For the same reason, we will
also consider the classical notion of bisimulation and congruence. Both a Labeled Transition System and Structural
Congruence will be used as a part of the kΩ search tree procedure (more precisely, to select simple $-expressions for
evaluation in the examine and execute phases).
The basic $-calculus search method used for problem solving, the kΩ -optimization is a very general search method
providing meta-control, and allowing to simulate many other search algorithms, including A*, minimax, dynamic
programming, tabu search, or evolutionary algorithms [56]. The problem solving works iteratively: through select,
examine and execute phases. In the select phase the tree of possible solutions is generated up to k steps ahead, and
agent identifies its alphabet of interest for optimization Ω . This means that the tree of solutions may be incomplete
in width and depth (to deal with complexity). However, incomplete (missing) parts of the tree are modeled by silent
$-expressions ε, and their cost estimated (i.e., not all information is lost). The above means that kΩ -optimization may
be if some conditions are satisfied to be complete and optimal. In the examine phase the trees of possible solutions are
pruned minimizing cost of solutions, and in the execute phase up to n instructions are executed. Moreover, because
the $ operator may capture not only the cost of solutions, but the cost of resources used to find a solution (i.e.,
the costs of kΩ -meta-search), we obtain a powerful tool to avoid methods that are too costly, i.e., the $-calculus
directly minimizes search cost. This basic feature, inherited from anytime algorithms, is needed to tackle directly
hard optimization problems, and allows to solve total optimization problems (the best quality solutions with minimal
search costs).
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We will address the problems of completeness, optimality, and total optimality of problem solving search for
multiple agents in the kΩ -optimization performed by the $-calculus meta-control. The agents evaluate $-functions
using values for the relevant factors, which express the current physical environment. Three natural limits exist to
this approach: not all relevant factors can always be known with sufficient certainty, the physical environment is
subject to change, and there is a limit what can be computed assuming finite time and memory. For that reason, we
limit our optimization, performing what we call the kΩ -optimization. The variable k refers to the limited horizon
for optimization, necessary due to the unpredictable dynamic nature of the environment. The variable Ω refers to
a reduced alphabet of information. No agent ever has reliable information about all factors that influence all agents
behavior. To compensate for this, we mask factors where information is not available from consideration; reducing
the alphabet of variables used by the $-function. By using the kΩ -optimization to find the strategy with the lowest
$-function, meta-system finds a satisficing, i.e., “good enough” solution (using Herb Simon’s terminology [59]), and
sometimes the optimal one. This avoids wasting time trying to optimize behavior beyond the foreseeable future. It
also limits consideration to those issues where relevant information is available.
Thus the kΩ optimization provides a flexible approach to local and/or global optimization in time or space.
Technically this is done by replacing parts of $-expressions with invisible $-expressions ε, which remove part of
the world from consideration. For observation bisimilarity/congruence, silent $-expressions have neutral cost (0 for
the standard cost function) and do not participate directly in optimization. They are indirectly an integral part of
$-expressions, and influence the results.
Structural congruence and Labeled Transition System with inference rules
Let’s now define the notions of structural congruence and a Labeled Transition System used in by the
kΩ -optimization.
Definition 3.2 (Structural Congruence). Two $-expressions P and Q in the $-calculus are structurally congruent,
written P ≡ Q, if we can transform one into the other by using the following equations:
(1) P ≡ Q if P is α-convertible to Q,
(2) double suppression law for ′: (′′P) ≡ (′P),
(3) abelian monoid laws for unionsq: (unionsq P Q) ≡ (unionsq Q P), (unionsq P (unionsq Q R)) ≡ (unionsq (unionsq P Q) R), (unionsq P ⊥) ≡ P ,
(4) abelian monoid laws for uniondbl: (uniondbl P Q) ≡ (uniondbl Q P), (uniondbl P (uniondbl Q R)) ≡ (uniondbl (uniondbl P Q) R), (uniondbl P ⊥) ≡ P ,
(5) laws for unionmulti: (unionmulti P Q) ≡ (unionmulti Q P), (unionmulti P (unionmulti Q R)) ≡ (unionmulti (unionmulti P Q) R), (unionmulti P ⊥) ≡ ⊥,
(6) abelian monoid laws for ‖ : ( ‖ P Q) ≡ ( ‖ Q P), ( ‖ P ( ‖ Q R)) ≡ ( ‖ ( ‖ P Q) R), ( ‖ P ⊥) ≡ P ,
(7) laws for ◦ (◦ P (◦ Q R)) ≡ (◦ (◦ P Q) R), (◦ ⊥ P) ≡ ⊥,
(8) distributive laws for ◦ and ‖ :
(◦ (uniondbl P Q) R) ≡ (uniondbl (◦ P R) (◦ Q R)), (◦ (unionmulti P Q) R) ≡ (unionmulti (◦ P R) (◦ Q R)),
(◦ (unionsq P Q) R) ≡ (unionsq (◦ P R) (◦ Q R)), ( ‖ (uniondbl P Q) R) ≡ (uniondbl ( ‖ P R) ( ‖ Q R)),
( ‖ (unionmulti P Q) R) ≡ (unionmulti ( ‖ P R) ( ‖ Q R)), ( ‖ (unionsq P Q) R) ≡ (unionsq ( ‖ P R) ( ‖ Q R)),
(9) law for :=:
( fi∈I Qi ) ≡ P{Qi/X i } where (:= ( fi∈I X i ) P) is f definition.
We remind that a Labeled Transition System takes the form (S, A, { a→ |a ∈ A}) where S is a set of states, A
is a set of actions (labels) and each
a→ is a subset of S × S, called an action relation over S. We call s a→ s′ an
action of s ∈ S; in this case (a, s′) is successor of s and s′ is an a-successor of s. For t = a1 . . . an ∈ A∗ we define
t→= a1→ · · · an→, and we call s t→ s′ a transition of s; then (t, s′) is a derivative of s and s′ is a t-derivative of s.
Let B be the set of simple cost expressions, and Bε denote simple cost expressions with added silent process ε.
Let∞Bε denote an arbitrary multisubset over the set Bε with the maximum number of repetition of the set elements
allowed equal to infinity (by analogy to “ordinary” subsets 2X , meaning that we have two possibilities: each element
can occur zero or one time in the subset).
Definition 3.3 (A Labeled Transition System for the $-Calculus). We define the LTS for the enumerable universe of
agents i = 1, 2, . . . operating in the discrete time t = 0, 1, 2, . . . as ((P × P) × · · · , (∞Bε × ∞Bε ) × · · · ,
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{(Eα×Eα)×···→ | Eα = {α1, α2, . . .}, αi ∈ Bε}, i = 1, 2, . . .), where P are $-expressions, Eα are non-empty multisets
of simple cost expressions (including ε). The action relations
Eα×Eα→ are defined to be with the smallest cost value of
$-expressions
min{($i (kΩi [t], xi [t])) = $1i ($2i (kΩi [t]), $3i (xi [t]))},
where xi [t] is $-expression describing the solution of the problem for the i-th agent, kΩi [t] is a meta-search $-
expression used to obtain that solution and described in more details in the next section, $3i is a problem specific cost
function, $2i is a search algorithm cost function, and $1i is an aggregating function combining $2i and $3i . This is
the terminal state (default goal) for total optimization looking for the best solutions xi [t] with minimal search costs
of kΩi [t]. It is also possible to look for the optimal solution only, i.e., the best xi [t] with minimal value of $i3, or the
best search algorithm kΩi [t] with minimal costs of $i2. In particular, [(kΩ1[0] x1[0]), (kΩ2[0] x2[0]), . . .] is an initial
state (vector of cost expressions) for agents. The action relations obey the following rules, in which the action below
the line is to be inferred from those above the line:
GIF:
Pj
α j−→P ′j
(unionsqi∈I Pi )
α j−→P ′j
α j 6= ⊥
CIF:
Pj
α j−→P ′j
(uniondbli∈I Pi )
α j−→P ′j
($ Pj ) = (mini∈I ($ (uniondbli∈I Pi )))
AIF:
Pj
α j−→P ′j
(unionmultii∈I Pi )
α j−→P ′j
($ Pj ) = (maxi∈I ($ (unionmultii∈I Pi )))
SEQ1: (◦ i∈I α Pi ) α−→ (◦ i∈I P ′i ) P
′
i = Pi if α = (a EQ) and does not return
any value, or α = (→ a EQ), or α = ε, or
P
′
i = R Pi if α = (a EQ) or α = ($ EP)
returning value R
SEQ2: (◦ i∈I α Pi ) (← a
EQ)−→ (◦ i∈I Pi { EQ/ EX}) α = (← a EX)
PAR:
{Pj
α j−→P ′j } j∈J
( ‖ i∈I Pi ) Eα−→( ‖ i∈I−J, j∈J Pi P ′j )
in Eα pairs α and α disallowed;
and (←i ai EX i ) always in pair
with (→i ai EQi ) :
Pm = (◦ (→i ai EQi ) S),
Pn = (◦ (←i ai EX i ) R)
then P
′
m = S, P ′n = R{ EQi/ EX i };
CONG: Q≡P P
Eα−→P ′ P ′≡Q′
Q
Eα−→Q′
structural congruence ≡ was
defined before
These inference rules describe how $-expressions will be selected for execution. General choice selects an
alternative, which is not blocked, at random. The other choices are discarded. Cost choice CIF selects alternative
Pj with the minimal cost ($ Pj ), and analogously adversary choice AIF picks up Pj with the maximal cost value
($ Pj ).
Sequential composition has two main forms: for user-defined simple $-expressions, send, cost and silent process
SEQ1 and for receive SEQ2. Parallel composition PAR executes a multiset of actions they do not block. A simple
action and its negation cannot occur in a multiset. Send and receive always occur in matching pairs. An alternative
rule for PAR, instead of any possible subset (multiset) of simple $-expressions selected for execution, could select a
maximum subset, or the subset with minimal costs.
Structural congruence covers, in particular, the evaluation of the recursive function call, and decreases the number
of inference rules.
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Instead of seeking the smallest derivation tree, the $-calculus looks for the LTS with minimal cost. If all actions
have the same cost, then the derivation tree found by the $-calculus will be identical to the derivation tree found using
the smallest action relation.
To illustrate the main difference between the operational cost semantics from the $-calculus and the smallest action
relation semantics used by the pi -calculus, let us consider the following example.
Example 3.4. Let us assume that the system starting from the root of LTS has two branches leading to the goal, the
first one consisting of two atomic steps with a cumulative cost 20, the second one with three steps with an agglomerate
cost 15. The pi -calculus operational smallest action relation semantics would select the choice with fewer steps, i.e.,
the first one. On the other hand, the $-calculus operational cost semantics would select the second branch because of
its cheaper cost. The smallest action relation semantics can be simulated by the operational cost (the smallest cost)
semantics assuming a uniform cost distribution, i.e., all atomic actions having the same cost, say 1. This means that
the smallest action relation semantics is the special case of the (smallest cost) operational cost semantics.
The kΩ -optimization meta-search procedure
The kΩ -optimization meta-search procedure can be used both for single and multiple cooperative or competitive
agents working online (n 6= 0) or offline (n = 0). The $-calculus programs consist of multiple $-expressions for
several agents.
Let’s define several auxiliary notions used in the kΩ -optimization meta-search. Let:
• A — be an alphabet of $-expression names for an enumerable universe of agent population (including an
environment, i.e., one agent may represent an environment). Let A = ⋃i Ai , where Ai is the alphabet of $-
expression names (simple or complex) used by the i-th agent, i = 1, 2, . . . ,∞. We will assume that the names of
$-expressions are unique, i.e., Ai ∩ A j = ∅, i 6= j (this always can be satisfied by indexing $-expression name by
a unique agent index. This is needed for an agent to execute only own actions). The agent population size will be
denoted by p = 1, 2, . . . ,∞.
• xi [0] ∈ P — be an initial $-expression for the i-th agent, and its initial search procedure kΩi [0].
• min($i (kΩi [t] xi [t])) — be an implicit default goal and Qi ⊆ P be an optional (explicit) goal. The default goal
is to find a pair of $-expressions, i.e., any pair (kΩi [t], xi [t]) being
min{($i (kΩi [t], xi [t])) = $1i ($2i (kΩi [t]), $3i (xi [t]))},
where $3i is a problem specific cost function, $2i is a search algorithm cost function, and $1i is an aggregating
function combining $2i and $3i . This is the default goal for total optimization looking for the best solutions xi [t]
with minimal search costs kΩi [t]. It is also possible to look for the optimal solution only, i.e., the best xi [t] with
minimal value of $3i , or the best search algorithm kΩi [t] with minimal costs of $2i . The default goal can be
overwritten or supplemented by any other termination condition (in the form of an arbitrary $-expression Q) like
the maximum number of iterations, the lack of progress, etc.
• $i — a cost function performance measure (selected from the library or user defined). It consists of the problem
specific cost function $3i , a search algorithm cost function $2i , and an aggregating function $1i . Typically, a user
provides cost of simple $-expressions or an agent can learn such costs (e.g., by reinforcement learning). The user
selects or defines also how the costs of composite $-expressions will be computed. The cost of the solution tree is
the function of its components: costs of nodes (states) and edges (actions). This allows to express both the quality
of solutions and search cost.
• Ωi ⊆ A —a scope of deliberation/interests of the i-th agent, i.e., a subset of the universe’s of $-expressions chosen
for optimization. All elements of A − Ωi represent irrelevant or unreachable parts of an environment, of a given
agent or other agents, and will become invisible (replaced by ε), thus either ignored or unreachable for a given
agent (makes optimization local spatially). Expressions over Ai − Ωi will be treated as observationally congruent
(cost of ε will be neutral in optimization, e.g., typically set to 0). All expressions over Ωi − Ai will be treated as
strongly congruent — they will be replaced by ε and although invisible, their cost will be estimated using the best
available knowledge of an agent (may take arbitrary values from the cost function domain).
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• bi = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞ —a branching factor of the search tree (LTS), i.e., the maximum number of generated children
for a parent node. For example, hill climbing has bi = 1, for binary tree bi = 2, and bi = ∞ is a shorthand to
mean to generate all children (possibly infinite many).
• ki = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞ — represents the depth of deliberation, i.e., the number of steps in the derivation tree selected
for optimization in the examine phase (decreasing ki prevents combinatorial explosion, but can make optimization
local in time). ki = ∞ is a shorthand to mean to the end to reach a goal (may not require infinite number of
steps). ki = 0 means omitting optimization (i.e., the empty deliberation) leading to reactive behaviors. Similarly, a
branching factor bi = 0 will lead to an empty deliberation too. Steps consist of multisets of simple $-expressions,
i.e., a parallel execution of one or more simple $-expressions constitutes one elementary step.
• ni = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,∞ — the number of steps selected for execution in the execute phase. For ni > ki steps larger
than ki will be executed without optimization in reactive manner. For ni = 0 execution will be postponed until the
goal will be reached.
For the depth of deliberation ki = 0, the kΩ -search will work in the style of imperative programs (reactive
agents), executing up to ni consecutive steps in each loop iteration. For ni = 0 search will be offline, otherwise for
ni 6= 0 — online.
• gp, reinf , strongcon, update — auxiliary flags used in the kΩ -optimization meta-search procedure.
Each agent has its own kΩ -search procedure kΩi [t] used to build the solution xi [t] that takes into account other
agent actions (by selecting its alphabet of interests Ωi that takes actions of other agents into account). Thus each agent
will construct its own view of the whole universe that only sometimes will be the same for all agents (this is an analogy
to the subjective view of the “objective” world by individuals having possibly different goals and different perception
of the universe).
Definition 3.5 (The kΩ -Optimization Meta-Search Procedure). The kΩ -optimization meta-search procedure kΩi [t]
for the i-th agent, i = 0, 1, 2, . . ., from an enumerable universe of agent population and working in time generations
t = 0, 1, 2, . . . is a complex $-expression (meta-procedure) consisting of simple $-expressions initi [t], seli [t],
exami [t], goali [t], $i [t], complex $-expression loopi [t] and execi [t], and constructing solutions, its input xi [t], from
predefined and user-defined simple and complex $-expressions. For simplicity, we will skip time and agent indices
in most cases if it does not cause confusion, and we will write init, loop, sel, exam, goali and $i . Each i-th agent
performs the following kΩ -search procedure kΩi [t] in the time generations t = 0, 1, 2, . . .:
(:= (kΩi [t] xi [t]) (◦ (init (kΩi [0] xi [0])) // initialize kΩi [0] and xi [0]
(loop xi [t + 1])) // basic cycle: select, examine,
) // execute
where loop meta-$-expression takes the form of the select–examine–execute cycle performing the kΩ -optimization
until the goal is satisfied. At that point, the agent re-initializes and works on a new goal in the style of the never ending
reactive program:
(:= (loop xi [t]) // loop recursive definition
(unionsq (◦ (goali [t] (kΩi [t] xi [t])) // goal not satisfied, default goal
// min($i (kΩi [t] xi [t]))
(sel xi [t]) // select: build problem solution tree k step
// deep, b wide
(exam xi [t]) // examine: prune problem solution tree in
// cost uniondbl and in adversary unionmulti choices
(exec (kΩi [t] xi [t])) // execute: run optimal xi n steps and
// update kΩi parameters
(loop xi [t + 1])) // return back to loop
(◦ (goali [t] (kΩi [t] xi [t])) // goal satisfied - re-initialize search
(kΩi [t] xi [t])))
)
Simple $-expressions init, sel, exam, goal with their atomically executed bodies are defined below. On the other
hand, exec can be interrupted after each action, thus it is not atomic.
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(1) Initialization (:= (init (kΩi [0] xi [0])) 〈init body〉): where init body = (◦ (←i∈I user channel X i )
(unionsq cond init (◦ cond init (init body))), and cond init = (unionsq (xi [0] = ⊥) (ki = ni = 0)), and successive X i ,
i = 1, 2, . . . will be the following: kΩi [0] an initial meta-search procedure (default: as provided in this definition),
ki , bi , ni ,Ωi , Ai (defaults: ki = bi = ni = ∞, Ωi = Ai = A); simple and complex $-expressions definitions
over Ai ∪ Ωi (default: no definitions);
initialize costs of simple $-expressions randomly and set reinforcement learning flag reinf = 1 (default: get costs
of simple $-expressions from the user, reinf = 0); $i1 an aggregating cost function (default: addition), $i2 and $i3
search and solution specific cost functions (default: a standard cost function as defined in the next section);
Qi optional goal of computation (default: min($i (kΩi [t], xi [t])));
xi [0] an initial $-expression solution (an initial state of LTS for the i-th agent) over alphabet Ai ∪ Ωi . This resets
gpi flag to 0 (default: generate xi [0] randomly in the style of genetic programming and gpi = 1);
/* receive from the user several values for initialization overwriting possibly the defaults. If atomic initialization
fails re-initialize init. */
(2) Goal (:= (goali [t] (kΩi [t] xi [t])) 〈goal body〉): where goal body checks for the maximum predefined quantum
of time (to avoid undecidability or too long verification) whether goal state defined in the init phase has been
reached. If the quantum of time expires, it returns false ⊥.
(3) Select Phase
(:= (sel xi [t]) 〈(unionsq cond sel exam (◦ cond sel exam sel body))〉): where cond sel exam = (unionsq (ki = 0) (bi =
0)) and sel body builds the search tree with the branching factor bi and depth ki over alphabet Ai ∪ Ωi starting
from the current state xi [t]. For each state s derive actions a being multisets of simple $-expressions, and arriving
in a new state s′. Actions and new states are found in two ways:
(a) if gpi flag is set to 1 — by applying crossover/mutation (in the form of send and receive operating on LTS
trees) to obtain a new state s′. A corresponding action between s and s′ will be labeled as observationally
congruent ε with neutral cost 0.
(b) if gpi flag is set to 0 — by applying inference rules of LTS to a state.
Each simple $-expression in actions is labeled
• by its name if simple $-expression belongs to Ai ∪ Ωi and width and depth bi ,ki are not exceeded,
• is renamed by strongly congruent ε with estimated cost if flag strongcong = 1 (default: renamed by weakly
congruent ε with a neutral (zero) cost, strongcong = 0) if width bi or depth ki are exceeded /* hiding
actions outside of the agent’s width or depth search horizon, however not ignoring, but estimating their
costs */.
For each new state s′ check whether width/depth of the tree is exceeded, and whether it is a goal state. If so, s′
becomes the leaf of the tree (for the current loop cycle), and no new actions are generated, otherwise continue to
build the tree. If s′ is a goal state, label it as a goal state.
(4) Examine Phase
(:= (exam xi [t]) 〈(unionsq cond sel exam (◦ cond sel exam exam body))〉): where exam body prunes the search
tree by selecting paths with minimal cost in cost choices and with maximal cost in adversary choices. Ties are
broken randomly. In optimization, simple $-expressions belonging to Ai − Ωi treat as observationally congruent
ε with neutral cost (typically, equal to 0 like e.g., for a standard cost function) /* hiding agent’s actions outside of
its interests by ignoring their cost */.
(5) Execute Phase
(:= (exec (kΩi [t] xi [t])) exec body): where exec body = (◦ (unionsq(◦ (ni = 0)(goal reached)(current node =
leaf node with min costs))
(◦ (ni = 0)(goal reached)(execute(xi [t]))(current node = leaf node))
(◦ (ni = 0)(execute ni steps(xi [t]))
(current node = node after ni actions))) update loop)
/* If ni = 0 (offline search) and no goal state has been reached in the Select/Examine phase there will be no
execution in this cycle. Pick up the most promising leaf node of the tree (with minimal cost) for expansion, i.e.,
make it a current node (root of the subtree expanded in the next cycle of the loop appended to an existing tree
from the select phase, i.e., pruning will be invalidated to accommodate eventual corrections after cost updates).
If ni = 0 (offline search) and a goal state has been reached in the Select/Examine phase, execute optimal xi [t]
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up to the leaf node using a tree constructed and pruned in the Select/Examine phase, or use LTS inference rules
otherwise (for gp = 1). Make the leaf node a current node for a possible expansion (if it is not a goal state — it
will be a root of a new tree) in the next cycle of the loop. If ni 6= 0 (online search), execute optimal xi [t] up to at
most ni steps. Make the last state a current state — the root of the tree expanded in the next cycle of the loop. In
execution simple $-expressions belonging to Ωi − Ai will be executed by other agents.*/
The update loop by default does nothing (executes silently ε with no cost) if update flag is reset. Otherwise if
update = 1, then it gets from the user potentially all possible updates, e.g., new values of bi , ki , ni and other
parameters of kΩ [t], including costs of simple $-expressions, Ωi , goali . If update = 1 and the user does not
provide own modifications (including possible overwriting the kΩ [t]), then self-modification will be performed in
the following way. If execution was interrupted (by receiving message from the user or environment invalidating
solution found in the Select/Examine phase), then ni = 10 if ni = ∞, or ni = ni − 1 if ni 6= 0, or ki = 10 if
ni = 0, ki = ∞, or ki = ki − 1 if ni = 0, ki 6= ∞. If execution was not interrupted increase ni = ni + 1 pending
0 < ni ≤ ki . If ni = ki increase ki = ki + 1, bi = bi + 1. If cost of search ($2i (kΩ [t])) larger than a predefined
threshold decrease ki and/or bi , otherwise increase it. If reinforcement learning was set up rein f = 1 in the init
phase, then cost of simple $-expressions will be modified by reinforcement learning.
The building of the LTS tree in the select phase for gpi = 0 combines imperative and rule-based/logic styles of
programming (we treat clause/production as a user-defined $-expression definition and call it by its name. This is
similar to Robert Kowalski’s dynamic interpretation of the left side of a clause as the name of procedure and the right
side as the body of procedure.).
In the init and exec/update phase, in fact, a new search algorithm can be created (i.e., the old kΩ can be
overwritten), and being completely different from the original kΩ -search. The original kΩ -search in self-modification
changes the values of its control parameters mostly, i.e., k, n, b, but it could modify also goal, sel, exam, exec and $.
Note that all parameters ki , ni , Ωi , $i , Ai , and A can evolve in successive loop iterations. They are defined as the
part of the init phase, and modified/updated at the end of the Execute phase exec. Note that they are associated with a
specific choice of the meta-system: a kΩ -optimization search. For another meta-system, different control parameters
are possible.
3.3. Cost performance measures and standard cost function
The $-calculus is built around the central notion of cost. The cost (objective) functions represent a uniform
criterion of search in problem solving. They can be defined in many ways. Costs have their roots in the von
Neumann/Morgenstern’s utility theory [71]. The main (but rather technical) difference compared to the utility theory
is that we perform uniformly in the style of control theory rather minimization of costs than maximization. In the
utility theory and the decision-theoretic meta-reasoning [57] from gains are subtracted costs, in $-calculus is opposite:
from costs are subtracted gains.
Costs/utilities may have many possible interpretations and formulas. For this reason no single definition is
enforced by the calculus. Nevertheless, typical costs are functions representing time, money, fitness, error, probability,
possibility, belief, complexity, distance, energy, entropy, resources, etc.
Costs can be explicit or implicit. Explicit costs measure how well the system performs in its environment. Implicit
costs fulfill a function similar to explicit costs, with the environment providing feedback.
The performance of multiple agents or the influence of several factors can be combined in one cost for
the multiobjective optimization, or they can be kept separate as a vector of component costs (like in Pareto’s
optimality [56]). In the multimodal optimization we look for multiple optima for a given cost function.
Costs may be positive, and/or negative (payoff, gains). Any domain where a linear order is defined is feasible.
However, most commonly real numbers are used. Normalized costs are defined on unit interval. Having both positive
and negative costs allows all optimization problems to be expressed uniformly in $-calculus as cost minimization.
Instead to change the sign of the cost function, for maximization problems if there exists an upper bound on the
objective function it is always possible to convert it to a minimization problem by subtracting from the upper bound
the objective function, and using the result as a current cost function. If we are interested to have only non-negative
costs, it is possible to shift all costs to non-negative values by adding the absolute value of the lower bound of the cost
function (pending that it exists).
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It is assumed that costs defined on real numbers obey all axioms of utilities, i.e., orderability, transitivity, continuity,
substitutability, monotonicity, and decomposability (see e.g. [71,56]). Axioms of utilities, together with the utility
principle and maximum expected utility principle, translate into $-calculus axioms, cost principle, and minimum
expected cost principle, and describe the relations between $-calculus cost choice, general choice, and cost operators.
In particular, they guarantee satisfaction of the following principles formulated for the utility theory many years
ago [56], but applicable to the $-calculus as well (the name of utility has been replaced by cost, and instead of
maximum of utilities, the minimum of costs is looked for):
The cost principle: if an agent’s preferences obey the axioms of utility theory, then there exists a real-valued
function $ that operates on $-expressions such that $(A) < $(B) if and only if A is preferred to B, and
$(A) = $(B) if and only if the agent is indifferent between A and B.
The minimum expected cost principle: says that the cost for a non-deterministic action A with possible
outcome states Si reached with the probability p(Si ) is completely determined by probabilities and costs (is
the sum of probabilities of each outcome times the cost of each outcome), and a rational agent should choose
an action that minimizes the agent’s expected cost: E[$(A)] = Σi p(Si )$(Si ).
The compositionality principle: (called also the Separability Principle in utility theory) “the cost of the
problem consisting of subproblems is the function of costs of subproblems”.
For domains that do not satisfy the compositionality principle, cost may be assigned to the problem as the whole,
thus the cost approach is very generic, and can be applied to the systems obeying or not the compositionality principle
(for example, a fitness measure in evolutionary computation is typically assigned to the complete solution and not to
its parts).
A standard cost function
The domain of the cost function is a problem solving derivation tree constructed by the kΩ -optimization meta-
procedure. The derivation tree consists of nodes/state S and edges/actions E. Both kΩi [t] and xi [t] $-expressions
form own trees, where kΩi [t] tree is responsible for generation, pruning and evaluation of xi [t] tree representing a
problem solution. The xi [t] tree is problem specific. On the other hand, the kΩi [t] tree has a fixed form initi followed
by two branches goali , seli , exami , execi , goali , seli , exami , execi , . . . , and goali , kΩi [t]. To avoid the complexity
to analyze and synchronize two trees for total optimization, both trees can be compressed/collapsed into a single
tree, where states/nodes represent a Cartesian product of states of xi [t] and kΩi [t], and edges/actions are labeled by
Cartesian product of simple $-expressions from x[t] and corresponding $-expressions from kΩ [t]. We will denote by
h : x[t] → kΩ [t] an isomorphism mapping x[t] to corresponding kΩ [t]. Each agent will have each own such single
“doubled” tree, representing two trees, i.e., the population of agents will be represented by a vector of trees (a forest).
In such a way, a problem solving tree will capture both solutions and the search process. For optimization or search
optimization, one component in the doubled tree (either x[t] or kΩ [t]) can be omitted.
The cost function $3 measures the quality of solutions (costs of xi [t]), and sometimes only the costs of subtree
(for example cost of leaves representing the final complete solutions if kΩ [t] works in the style of evolutionary
computation with gp = 1). The cost function $2 measures the costs of search (costs of kΩi [t]), and the $1 aggregating
function combines costs of solutions and search.
Let’s define the cost of the problem solving tree T recursively as a cost of the root node, cost of transitive actions
leading to new states, and cost of corresponding subtrees, with new states being their roots. This will combine costs
of the search and the solution quality as $ : T → R∞, whereR∞ = R ∪ {∞}, i.e.,
$(kΩi [t], xi [t]) = $1($2(h(xi [t])), $3(xi [t])) = $1($2(kΩi [t]), $3(xi [t])),
where $1 is an aggregating cost function, $2 is a search cost function, and $3 is the problem specific cost function.
In this paper, both $2 and $3 will take the same uniform form of the standard cost function defined below, and $1
will take a form of addition, i.e., $(kΩi [t], xi [t]) = $2(kΩi [t]) + $3(xi [t]). Without compromising a generality, it is
sufficient to define costs of $-expressions P for either $2 or $3, because cost of solutions and search will be simply a
sum of both $2 and $3. Technically, $ j is defined on the problem solving tree, consisting of nodes and edges expressed
by $-expressions, and representing both a solution and meta-search procedure, as the function mapping the tree to a
real number: $ j : P → R∞, j = 2, 3.
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Let v : Bε → R∞ be costs of simple cost expressions, including a silent expression, where Bε = B ∪ {ε},
and R∞ = R ∪ {∞}. They are context dependent, i.e., they depend on states. In particular, cost of ε may depend
which cost expression/subtree is made invisible/hidden by ε. Typically, we will index ε by the name of the subtree it
substituted, to allow properly capture its cost in a given context.
Note that the value of the cost function (or its estimate) can change after each loop iteration t , where we have a
phase of updating values of simple cost expressions (and as the result — complex cost expressions as well).
Definition 3.6 (A Standard Cost Function). For every $-expression P its cost ($ j P), j = 1, 2, 3 is defined as below:
1. ($ j ⊥) = +∞
2. ($ j ε) =
{
0 for observation congruence
(v ε) for strong congruence
3. ($ j α) = cα + (v α), where cα =
{
0 α does not block
+∞ α blocks
($ j α¯) = 1cα + (v α¯)
4. ($ j (unionsqi∈I Pi )) =
Σi∈I (pi ∗ ($ j Pi )) for probability-based cost function($ j Pl), l = argmaxi∈I mi for fuzzy set-based cost function
($ j Pl), l = argmaxi∈I µi for rough set-based cost function
where pi is the probability of choice of the i-th branch, mi is a fuzzy set membership function of choice of the i-th
branch, and µi is a rough set membership function of the i-th branch choice
5. ($ j (uniondbli∈I Pi )) = (mini∈I ($ j Pi ))
6. ($ j (unionmultii∈I Pi )) = (maxi∈I ($ j Pi ))
7. ($ j (◦ i∈I α Pi )) = ($ j α) + Σi∈I ($ j P ′i )
where P ′i represents a possible change of Pi by receive or return value by α
8. ($ j ‖ i∈I Pi )) =

ΣJ⊆I pJ ∗ (($ j {α j } j∈J )+ ($ j ( ‖ i∈I−J, j∈J Pi P ′j )))
for probability-based cost function
(($ j {α j } j∈L)+ ($ j ( ‖ i∈I−L , j∈L Pi P ′j )))
L = argmaxJ⊆I m J , for fuzzy set-based cost function
(($ j {α j } j∈L)+ ($ j ( ‖ i∈I−L , j∈L Pi P ′j )))
L = argmaxJ⊆I µJ , for rough set-based cost function
where pJ is the probability of choice of the J -th multiset, m J is a fuzzy set membership function of choice of the
J -th multiset, and µJ is a rough set membership function of the J -th multiset choice
9. ($ j ( fi∈I Qi )) = ($ j P{Qi/X i }) where (:= ( fi∈I X i ) P).
Cost choice calculates costs as the minimum of costs of its components. Adversary choice cost is defined as the
cost of its most expensive component. General choice cost has been defined as the average component cost. Sequential
composition cost adds costs of its components. Parallel composition cost selects a non-empty multiset that does not
block. It has been defined as the average component cost. Alternatively, parallel composition could select a specific
multiset to be executed, e.g., the maximum subset that does not block (for the maximum concurrency semantics), or
the subset with the minimal costs (probably the most interesting alternative, on the other hand, increasing costs of the
kΩ -search). However, both these alternatives we will leave as viable choices for the user who can overwrite the cost
of parallel composition definition if it is preferable. Cost of the recursive (user-defined) function call is calculated as
the cost of its body. The user is free to define own cost functions.
For a well defined cost function, structurally congruent, strongly congruent, and weakly congruent $-expressions
should have the same cost, which is implied by the decision/utility theory, i.e., P ≡ Q, P ∼ Q , and P = Q should
imply ($ P) = ($ Q). The proof that the standard cost function is well defined, can be based on induction on the
depth of the derivation tree. For example, note that for cost choice (uniondbl a ⊥) = a and $(uniondbl a ⊥) = min($(a), $(⊥)) =
min($(a),∞) = $(a) as expected. For adversary choice (unionmulti a ⊥) = ⊥, and its cost of $(unionmulti a ⊥) = max($(a), $(⊥)) =
∞ = $(⊥). For general choice, (unionsq a ⊥) = a and $(unionsq a ⊥) = (1− p)∗$(a)+ p ∗∞ = $(a) pending that probability
of zero/deadlock ⊥ is zero (p = 0) what is a reasonable assumption. Similar requirements will have to be imposed on
fuzzy sets or rough sets membership functions in general choice or parallel composition for ⊥— they will have to be
equal 0 for the standard cost function to be well defined.
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3.4. Illustrating examples
In the simple examples below, practically, there is no need for the complete kΩ -optimization. Processes are defined
in advance and simply scheduled for execution (an equivalent of init, goal, and exec phases from the kΩ -optimization
only, and with empty sel and exam).
Example 3.7 (Interaction). In the $-calculus, a pair of synchronous send and receive takes the form:
(→ ch e)— send expression e through channel ch (in the pi -calculus ch(e))
(← ch x)— receive x from channel ch (in the pi -calculus ch(x)).
Basic synchronous communication between processes P and Q through channel a, where process P sends expression
e received by process Q at x , is defined as
(:= (P x) (◦ (→ a x) P ′)) /* sender process P definition, and */
(:= (Q x) (◦ (← a x) Q′)) /* receiver process Q definition */.
Both processes communicate: process P sends e along channel a to Q:
( ‖ (P e) (Q x)) = ( ‖ (◦ (→ a x) P ′) (◦ (← a x) Q′)) {(→ a e),(← a x)}−→
( ‖ P ′ Q′{e/x})— interaction.
Two processes simultaneously perform send e and receive x , which is expressed as a multiset of send and receive
actions. After interaction, in process Q everywhere x will be substituted by expression e.
Example 3.8 (Optimization). Basic optimization step in the process design is expressed as minimization of costs,
i.e., choice of the cheaper alternative:
(uniondbl (◦ a P) Q) a→ P — assuming that $(◦ a P) ≤ $(Q)
Its adversary, complementary behavior (done typically by another agent) is expressed as maximization of costs
(forecasted by us as an adversary agent attempt to diverge the agent from the goal — minimum of costs) , i.e.,
choice of the more expensive alternative:
(unionmulti (◦ a P) Q) a→ P — assuming that $(◦ a P) ≥ $(Q)
Example 3.9 (Link Mobility (Similar Like in the pi -Calculus)). Process P is connected to process Q through channel
b, and to process R through channel a, Q and R are not connected. Q cannot send directly the value (say, 5) to R —
it does not have a channel to R. P instead sends its link a through b to Q, and next Q sends 5 to R through a new
mobile link a:
(:= (P x) (◦ (→ b x) P ′)) /* process P definition */
(:= (Q x y) (◦ (← b x) (→ x y) Q′)) /* process Q definition */
(:= (R x) (◦ (← a x) R′)) /* process R definition */
all of them run in parallel, ( ‖ (P a) (Q z 5) (R x)), i.e.,
( ‖ (◦ (→ b a) P ′) (◦ (← b z) (→ z 5) Q′) (◦ (← a x) R′)) {(→ b a),(← b z)}−→
// sending link a to Q
( ‖ P ′ (◦ (→ a 5) Q′{a/z}) (◦ (← a x) R′) {(→ a 5),(← a x)}−→
// sending 5 by Q to R
( ‖ P ′ Q′{a/z} R′{5/x}).
Of course, it is possible to solve the leader election problem or to simulate counter or stack in the $-calculus
similar as it was possible to do that in the pi -calculus, but truly we do not utilize the power of the kΩ -search there.
The solutions are given in advance, and not constructed “on fly”. The unique feature of the $-calculus is its built-in
support for problem solving in the form of the kΩ -search. A few next examples will illustrate that.
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Fig. 1. A complete search tree from which A* builds dynamically its own subtree.
Example 3.10 (A* Single-Agent Search: Optimization, Cost Optimization and Total Optimization). A single-agent
search is the most commonly and the best described case in the literature, and covers uninformed (weak) methods
(and algorithms like depth-first, breadth-first, uniform cost, iterative deepening), and heuristic (strong) search meth-
ods (with algorithms like A*, IDA*, tabu search, SMA*, hill climbing, simulated annealing [56,45]). Heuristic search
methods allow to cut search space compared to uninformed methods. They guide the search by estimating cost of
subpaths from the current state to the goal. The power of prediction is really essential for intelligent systems.
Probably, the best known is A* heuristic search (due to Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael, 1968, also called the best path
search [34]). A* selects the path with the shortest length expanding the most promising node in the search tree (or, in
a more general case, in a locally finite graph). To do that it selects the node with the minimal value of the evaluation
function f (n) = g(n)+ h(n), where g(n) gives the path cost from the start node to node n, and h(n) is the estimated
cost of the cheapest path from n to the goal. A* is complete on locally finite graphs, path optimal if cost estimates are
admissible, with an exponential time and space search cost.
We will present A*, working as a special case of the $-calculus kΩ -optimization meta-search general procedure.
For illustration, intentionally, we use the same example as in [56] with A as a root, D, F , I , J as goal states, and
values of f (n) written near to the states (see Fig. 1).
We need only 3 operators from the $-calculus: cost ($), cost choice (uniondbl) and sequential composition (◦ ) to
describe the work of A* (if to not count the operators of the meta-system kΩ -optimization). uniondbl and ◦ are needed
to express possible solutions, and $ is used by the kΩ -optimization in the examine phase to select the most promising
node for expansion. The system consists of one agent only which is interested in everything, i.e., Ω = A =
A1 = {◦ ,uniondbl, t A, t B, tC, tG, t H, A, B,C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J, K }, the alphabet of simple $-expressions B = B1 =
{A, B,C, D, E, F,G, H, I, J, K } for the LTS tree, and it uses a standard cost function $ = $1($2, $3) = $2 + $3,
where $1 is an aggregating function in the form of addition, $2 represents costs of kΩ -search, and $3 = f = g + h
represents the quality (cost) of solutions generated by A*. Both $2 and $3 use a standard cost function from Def. 3.6.
Because general choice and parallel composition are not used, thus it is irrelevant whether probabilities, fuzzy sets or
rough sets were selected in the standard cost function. Strong congruence is used, i.e., strongcong = 1 and estimates of
costs of ε (representing the heuristic h) can be different than 0. In other words, the cost of invisible actions is taken into
account. The number of steps in the derivation tree selected for optimization in the examine phase k = 1, the branching
factor b = ∞, and the number of steps selected for execution in the examine phase n = 0, i.e., execution is postponed
until the optimum is found. The default goal is the minimum of $. gp, reinf and update flags are reset. This means
that costs of simple $-expressions and ε cost estimates, received from the user in the init phase, remain fixed over loop
iterations. The user provides also the structure of the tree in the form of the subtrees with roots/parents A, B,C,G, H ,
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i.e., subtrees t A, t B, tC, tG, t H , i.e., (:= t A (uniondbl (◦ A t B)(◦ A tG))), (:= t B (uniondbl (◦ B tC)(◦ B D))),
(:= tC (uniondbl (◦ C E)(◦ C F))), (:= tG (uniondbl (◦ G tH)(◦ G I ))), (:= t H (uniondbl (◦ H J )(◦ H K ))). This structure
will be used in the sel phase to build incrementally the tree by applying the structural congruence inference rule from
the LTS.
OPTIMIZATION: Only $3 is used, i.e., $ = $3 — an optimal path is looked for, ignoring the costs of A*
search algorithm. The goal is the minimum of $3. In other words, costs of kΩ [t] $-expression is ignored. Then
consecutive steps (cycles) of the kΩ -optimization simulate exactly A* step after step (we write actions of kΩ [t] and
its corresponding constructed solution $-expression x[t] instead of the Cartesian product kΩ [t] × x[t]):
0. t = 0, initialization phase init from the kΩ [t] is executed: t A = (◦ A εA) — the initial $-expression is provided
by the user telling that the tree t A consists of the root A and εA representing an invisible (not constructed yet) part
of the tree
A is selected for expansion with the cost ($(t A)) = ($3(t A)) = ($3 (◦ A εA)) = (0+12). The initial tree consists
of the root state A with cost 0, an empty action εA representing a missing tree that contains a path to the goal with
estimated cost 12.
1. t = 1, first loop iteration:
Because A is not the goal state (goal fails and goal succeeds), the first loop iteration consisting of select, examine,
and execute phases replaces an invisible εA one step deep (k = 1) by two possible children B and G using the
structural congruence inference rule for the definition of t A.
select phase sel: εA = (uniondbl (◦ t B) (◦ tG)) = (uniondbl (◦ B εB) (◦ G εG)) is appended to an existing tree resulting in
t A = (uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG))
examine phase exam: ($3 (uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG))) = min($3(◦ A B) + $3(εB), $3(◦ A G) + $3(εG)) =
min(10+ 5, 8+ 5), G is not the goal (i.e., min of $3), thus it is selected for expansion and execution is postponed
(n = 0), and G’s follow-up εG will be substituted by two children H and I of G in the next loop iteration
2. t = 2, second loop iteration:
select phase sel: εG = (uniondbl (◦ H εH ) (◦ I εI )) is appended to an existing tree
examine phase exam: ($3 (uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G H εH ) (◦ A G I εI ))) = min((10+ 5), (16+ 2), (24+ 0)),
B selected for the expansion (more precisely, its follow-up εB , no pruning is performed, because A* keeps all
generated nodes in the memory)
3. t = 3, third loop iteration:
select phase sel: εB = (uniondbl (◦ C εC ) (◦ D εD))
examine phase exam: ($3 (uniondbl (◦ A B tC εC ) (◦ A B D εD) (◦ A G H εH )(◦ A G I εI ))) =
min((20+ 5), (20+ 0), (16+ 2), (24+ 0)), H selected
4. t = 4, fourth loop iteration:
select phase sel: εH = (uniondbl (◦ J εJ ) $ (◦ K εK ))
examine phase exam: ($3 (uniondbl (◦ A B C εC ) (◦ A B D εD) (◦ A G H J εJ )
(◦ A G H K εK ) (◦ A G I εI ))) = min((20+ 5), (20+ 0), (24+ 0), (24+ 5), (24+ 0)), D selected, which is
the goal and the end of the optimal path (◦ A B D εD) with path cost 20.
execute phase exec: the kΩ -optimization stops its search, the optimal path is executed using the tree built in previous
cycles, and the kΩ -search re-initializes for the new problem to solve.
Note that the kΩ -optimization reaches the optimal solution in spite of optimizing locally one step ahead only.
Note that the estimates of not expanded nodes yet, represented by the empty/invisible ε are admissible, i.e., not
overestimates. Due to use of the kΩ -search, the variations of A* (new search algorithms — related to A*, but not
being A* any more) can be considered with various values of parameters k, b, Ω and n. In particular, changing n 6= 0,
causes that erroneous actions will be executed, and then the value of optimum for such an online algorithm can be
different than for the classical A* offline algorithm with n = 0. Note that A* keeps all nodes in memory (no pruning)
which guarantees that the optimal nodes will not be accidentally removed. On the other hand, A* may run out of
memory quite fast because of the exponential space complexity. In other words, we have to take into account the costs
of search too.
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TOTAL OPTIMIZATION: The resource-bounded optimization can help exactly, where the problem of A* is. A*
compared to an uninformed search, allows to cut considerably the search space, however, it still has an exponential
time and space complexity. Usually, for more realistic domains, the programmer runs out of the available memory
space, before the optimum can be found. In the example presented, the time search cost is proportional to the number
of nodes expanded, i.e., 5, and the space search cost is proportional to the number of created nodes, i.e., 9 (A* has to
keep all generated nodes in memory).
The $-calculus can incorporate the search cost by optimizing the total cost instead of the cost of solution only. Let’s
assume that we are interested in the space complexity, i.e., the cost of search measured as the number of created nodes
multiplied by the cost of the node creation. Let’s assume that each created node has cost 2. This is equivalent that in
the costs of $2(kΩ) = $2(kΩ) + 2 for each created node, and initially $2(kΩ) = 0. Nodes will be created by init
and sel phases of the kΩ -search. All other costs of search will be treated as 0, i.e., costs of goal, exam, and exec are
irrelevant in this specific example. Let $ = $2 + $3, where $2 operates on kΩ [t] and $3 on its solution x[t]. Because
we collapsed two trees for the kΩ [t] and x[t] into one tree for x[t] only, we will add corresponding $-expressions
from kΩ [t] to $-expressions from x[t] to compensate for costs of search. Let h : x[t] → kΩ [t] be the isomorphism
mapping $-expression solution x[t] to the corresponding (i.e., executed so far) meta-search $-expression kΩ [t]. Then
the kΩ [t] together with its solution x[t] will work as follows:
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: t A = (◦ A εA)— root A is created by init[0] with the cost 2
A is selected for expansion with the cost
$(kΩ [0] t A) = ($ (h(◦ A εA)) (◦ A εA))) = $2(h(◦ A εA)) + $3(◦ A εA) = $2(ini t (A)) + $3(◦ A εA) =
(2+ 0+ 12)
1. t = 1, first loop iteration:
select phase sel: εA = (uniondbl (◦ B εB) (◦ G εG)), B and G nodes created
examine phase exam: $(kΩ [0] t A) = ($(h(uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG)) (uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG)))) =
$2(h(uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG)))+ $3(uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G εG)) = min($2(kΩ/sel(B,G))+ $3(◦ A B)+
$3(εB), $2(kΩ/sel(B,G))+ $3(◦ A G)+ $3(εG)) = min(6+ 10+ 5, 6+ 8+ 5), both B and G are not the goal
states (i.e., min of $ = $2 + $3), and G is cheaper. G has been selected, and G’s follow-up ε will be substituted by
two children H and I of G in the next loop iteration
2. t = 2, second loop iteration:
select phase sel: εG = (uniondbl (◦ H εH ) (◦ I εI )), H and I created
examine phase exam: ($(kΩ [t] (uniondbl (◦ A B εB) (◦ A G H εH ) (◦ A G I εI )))) = min((6 + 10 + 5), (10 +
16+ 2), (10+ 24+ 0)), B selected for the expansion
3. t = 3, third loop iteration:
select phase sel: εB = (uniondbl (◦ C εC ) (◦ D εD)), C and D created
examine phase exam: ($(kΩ [t] (uniondbl (◦ A B C εC ) (◦ A B D εD) (◦ A G H εH ) (◦ A G I εI )))) =
min((14+ 20+ 5), (14+ 20+ 0), (10+ 16+ 2), (10+ 24+ 0)), H selected
4. t = 4, fourth loop iteration:
select phase sel: εH = (uniondbl (◦ J εJ ) (◦ K εK )), J and next K created
examine phase exam: ($(kΩ [t] (uniondbl (◦ A B C εC ) (◦ A B D εD) (◦ A G H J εJ ) (◦ A G H K εK )
(◦ A G I εI )))) = min((12+ 20+ 5), (14+ 20+ 0), (18+ 24+ 0), (18+ 24+ 5), (10+ 24+ 0)), D or I can
be selected, which are the goals and the end of the total search.
Compared to the previous solution, the total optimum is either at nodes D or I with total cost (solution cost +
search cost) equal 34, i.e., either path A, B, D with length 20 and search cost 14, or path A,G, I with length 24 and
search cost 10.
As we see from the above, taking into account search (deliberation) costs leads to bounded rationality, in the form
of direct search optimization like above, or putting constraints on search space like in Russell’s SMA* algorithm with
fixed limit on nodes kept in memory (bound on space cost, keeping only promising nodes) [56], or Glover’s Tabu
search (keeping the list of prohibited nodes from expansion). Other possibilities to constrain search space is to forget
search nodes, and to remember only a current point, as in hill climbing (paying price of being incomplete and not
optimal), or to allow randomly jump to forgotten points like in random-restart hill climbing, or simulated annealing
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Fig. 2. A minimax complete search tree.
(both complete and path optimal with probability 1 if to allow infinite search time). They alleviate the search cost but
not keeping (as in hill climbing), or only keeping the best results (as in random-restart hill climbing) of the search tree
in memory.
SEARCH OPTIMIZATION: In the search optimization we look for the solution reaching the goal state with the
minimal search cost, i.e., we do not care about the quality of solutions. This means that $ = $2, and $3 = 0. Using
the same assumption like in total optimization, we obtain that the search optimal solution would be the path A,G, I
with the minimal search cost $ = $2 = 10.
Example 3.11 (Minimax Two-Agent Search: Optimization and Total Optimization). A two-agent search can be
interpreted as a single rational agent trying to minimize its costs, and, additionally, interacting with another agent
(perhaps, taking the form of an environment). Another agent can be rational or probabilistic. The rational agent can
be cooperative, i.e., trying to help to minimize the first agent’s costs, or competitive — then it will try to maximize
the costs of its opponent. The probabilistic agent is neither helping nor fighting the first agent. It either does not care
about the agent (e.g., a mobile robot environment which is “irrational” or “not caring” about happiness of the agent),
or oscillates between cooperation and competition like in the Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Problem.
The best described in the literature is the case of the two competitive agents, and algorithms like minimax, alpha–
beta, and/or graphs, and expectiminimax. These search algorithms are cornerstones of the game theory developed
by Oscar Morgenstern and John von Neumann during World War II [71]. Two-agent games include, for instance,
checkers, chess, Othello, backgammon, tic-tac-toe, and go. Probably, the best known is the minimax algorithm, and
we will describe how the $-calculus kΩ -optimization handles it.
Minimax searchwas proposed by von Neumann in 1944 [71] and used by Claude Shannon in 1950 for chess playing
program. This two-player search method assumes perfect information and it can determine the best move for a player
(assuming that the opponent plays perfectly) by enumerating the entire game tree. The player maximizes payoff, and
its opponent minimizes it in successive moves. Taking maximum by the player, and minimum by the opponent in
consecutive moves (called ply) going from leaves towards the root, the best move for the player maximizing payoff
is determined. This is called the minimax decision, because it maximizes the utility under the assumption that the
opponent will play perfectly to minimize it. Minimax is complete on locally finite graphs, with exponential time and
quadratic space search cost, and is path optimal under perfect information assumption (both agents know exactly the
moves of its opponent).
For illustration, we will use the same example of minimax as in [56] (see Fig. 2). “Our” agent performs mini-
mization, and its opponent maximization. The payoff/goal states are S11,S12,S13,S21,S22,S23,S31,S32,S33. The payoff
is represented by negative costs.
A = Ω1 = Ω2 = A1 ∪ A2, where A1 = {uniondbl, ◦ , t S0, S0, S11, S12, S13,S21, S22, S23, S31, S32, S33, a1, a2, a3},
A2 = {unionmulti, ◦ , t S1, t S2, t S3, S1, S2, S3, a11, a12, a13, a21, a22, a23, a31, a32, a33}. Their subsets, alphabets of simple
$-expressions for both agents will be B1 = {S0, S11, S12, S13,S21, S22, S23, S31, S32, S33, a1, a2, a3}, and B2 =
{S1, S2, S3, a11, a12, a13, a21, a22, a23, a31, a32, a33}, respectively. Both agents use a standard cost function, however
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first agent performs minimization (uses a cost choice uniondbl — minimizing negative cost maximizes its payoff), and
second agent uses an adversary choice unionmulti (by maximizing negative cost of the first agent, it minimizes first agent
payoff). If to not count the meta-system itself — the kΩ -optimization, to simulate minimax we need only four
operators from the $-calculus: ◦ , uniondbl, unionmulti for constructing possible solutions, and $-operator for optimization. For
both agents k = ∞ (optimize until the payoffs/leaves are reached), n = 1 (execute one action only after
optimization). Note that cooperating agents both would use uniondbl, i.e., they would minimize costs in unison. Note also that
actions/edges do not have any costs (neutral costs 0), only nodes give payoff (more precisely, the goal nodes). Flags
gp = rein f = strongcong = update = 0. The user provides also the costs of simple $-expressions and the structure
of the minimax tree in the form of the subtrees with roots/parents S0, S1, S2, S3, i.e., subtrees t S0, t S1, t S2, t S3, i.e.,
(:= t S0 (uniondbl (◦ S0 a1 t S1)(◦ S0 a2 t S2)(◦ S0 a3 t S3))),
(:= t S1 (unionmulti (◦ S1 a11 S11)(◦ S1 a12 S12)(◦ S1 a13 S13))),
(:= t S2 (unionmulti (◦ S2 a21 S21)(◦ S2 a22 S22)(◦ S2 a23 S23))),
(:= t S3 (unionmulti (◦ S3 a31 S31)(◦ S3 a32 S32)(◦ S3 a33 S33))). This structure will be used in the sel phase to build
incrementally the tree by applying the structural congruence inference rule from the LTS.
OPTIMIZATION: Only $3 is used, i.e., $ = $3 — an optimal move is looked for, the costs of the minimax search
are ignored. In other words costs of the kΩ -search, simulating minimax, are ignored. The goal is the minimum of $3.
We will present the tree for the 1st “minimum” agent. The tree for the 2nd agent is practically the same (only the 2nd
agent looks for the maximum of costs — the zero-sum game). Of course, each agent executes its own actions only,
and in this sense both trees are fully synchronized, i.e., agent 1 will not execute actions a11, . . . , a33 until agent 2 will
execute one of them on its own tree (and the move will be observed and registered by agent 1).
Then consecutive steps (cycles) of the kΩ -optimization simulate precisely the minimax algorithm for the 1st agent:
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: The root t S0 = (◦ S0 εS0) is created with an empty continuation εS0 , and parameters
for the kΩ are selected: k1 = b1 = ∞, n1 = 1, Ω1 = A1 ∪ A2, a standard cost function is used $ = $3 (optimiza-
tion only, and not total optimization, i.e., cost of search is ignored), $3 for S0, S1, S2, S3, a1, a2, a3, a11, . . . , a33
is 0, and $3(S11) = −3,$3(S12) = −12,$3(S13) = −8,$3(S21) = −2, $3(S22) = −4,$3(S23) = −6,
$3(S31) = −14,$3(S32) = −5,$3(S33) = −2.
S0 is not the goal state and is selected for expansion. Because k1 = ∞, a complete problem solution tree will be
built in the select phase.
1. t = 1, first loop iteration, sel, exam, exec
select phase sel: εS0 = (uniondbl (◦ a1 t S1) (◦ a2 t S2) (◦ a3 t S3))
t S1 = (unionmulti (◦ S1 a11 S11 ε) (◦ S1 a12 S12 ε) (◦ S1 a13 S13 ε))
t S2 = (unionmulti (◦ S2 a21 S21 ε) (◦ S2 a22 S22 ε) (◦ S2 a23 S23 ε))
t S3 = (unionmulti (◦ S3 a31 S31 ε) (◦ S3 a32 S32 ε) (◦ S3 a33 S33 ε))
examine phase exam: $3(t S0) = $3 (uniondbl (◦ S0 a1 (unionmulti (◦ S1 a11 S11 ε) (◦ S1 a12 S12 ε) (◦ S1 a13 S13 ε)))
(◦ S2 a2 (unionmulti (◦ S2 a21 S21 ε) (◦ S2 a22 S22 ε) (◦ S2 a23 S23 ε)))
(◦ S3 a3 (unionmulti (◦ S3 a31 S31 ε) (◦ S3 a32 S32 ε) (◦ S3 a33 S33 ε)))) =
min(0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 3+ 0, 0+ 0− 12+ 0, 0+ 0− 8+ 0), 0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 2+ 0, 0+ 0− 4+ 0, 0+
0− 6+ 0), 0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 14+ 0, 0+ 0− 5+ 0, 0+ 0− 2+ 0)) = min(−3,−2,−2) = −3.
The optimal path is S0, a1, S1, a11, S11, ε. Thus action a1 is the optimal move (n1 = 1 — only one action is ex-
ecuted). It is on the path leading to state S11 guaranteeing the best payoff at least −3 pending perfect play of the
opponent.
execute phase exec: a1 move is executed (online algorithm n1 = 1), the opponent is performing a move, and min-
imax algorithm would be repeated normally again (with a new root being a current state after execution), however
because the ply depth is one — the minimax is over, and the kΩ -search is called again to solve another problem.
Because of its time complexity, minimax is impractical (intractable) in most cases. For real games, only a partial
tree is considered: the utility function is replaced by an evaluation function, and the goal function by the cut-off func-
tion (decreasing k value). The alpha–beta algorithm by pruning search tree (decreasing b value) alleviates a little the
problem of the search complexity, and indirectly minimizes the search cost.
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The resource-bounded approach of the $-calculus solves directly the total optimization problem (minimizing search
costs and negative payoff simultaneously). It adds costs of actions and search cost directly (cost of deliberation).
TOTAL OPTIMIZATION: $ = $1($2, $3) = $2+ $3 — an optimal move is looked for that does not exceed the max-
imum time limit to analyze the next move. This is equivalent that $2 operates on the kΩ -optimization $-expression
where costs of exam for each analyzed/examined move (accepted or rejected) is 1. Costs of init, goal, sel and exec are
ignored. Let’s assume that every move takes to analyze 1 unit of time, and let’s assume that minimax depth-first search
starts from the right branch. Then consecutive steps (cycles) of the kΩ -optimization are similar as for the “regular”
optimization (however, the conclusion is different):
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: The root t S0 = (◦ S0 εS0) is created with an empty continuation ε0, and parameters
for the kΩ are selected: k1 = b1 = ∞, n1 = 1, Ω1 = A1 ∪ A2, a standard cost function is used for $2 and $3.
$ = $1($2, $3) = $2 + $3 (total optimization), $3(S0) = · · · = $3(S3) = 0,$3(S11) = −3, . . . , $3(S33) = −2. S0
is not the goal state and is selected for expansion with the cost 0. Because k1 = ∞, a complete problem solution
tree will be built in the select phase.
1. t = 1, first loop iteration, sel, exam, exec
select phase sel: εS0 = (uniondbl (◦ a1 t S1) (◦ a2 t S2) (◦ a3 t S3))
t S1 = (unionmulti (◦ S1 a11 S11 ε) (◦ S1 a12 S12 ε) (◦ S1 a13 S13 ε))
t S2 = (unionmulti (◦ S2 a21 S21 ε) (◦ S2 a22 S22 ε) (◦ S2 a23 S23 ε))
t S3 = (unionmulti (◦ S3 a31 S31 ε) (◦ S3 a32 S32 ε) (◦ S3 a33 S33 ε))
examine phase exam: $(kΩ [0] t S0) =
$2(kΩ)+ $3 (uniondbl (◦ S0 a1 (unionmulti (◦ S1 a11 S11 ε) (◦ S1 a12 S12 ε) (◦ S1 a13 S13 ε)))
(◦ S2 a2 (unionmulti (◦ S2 a21 S21 ε) (◦ S2 a22 S22 ε) (◦ S2 a23 S23 ε)))
(◦ S3 a3 (unionmulti (◦ S3 a31 S31 ε) (◦ S3 a32 S32 ε) (◦ S3 a33 S33 ε)))) =
$2(exam(a1, a11, . . . , a33))+min($3(S0)+$3(a1)+max($3(S1)+$2(a11)+$3(S11)+$3(ε), 0+0−12+0, 0+0−
8+0), 0+0+max(0+0−2+0, 0+0−4+0, 0+0−6+0), 0+0+max(0+0−14+0, 0+0−5+0, 0+0−2+0)) =
12+min(0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 3+ 0, 0+ 0− 12+ 0, 0+ 0− 8+ 0), 0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 2+ 0, 0+ 0− 4+
0, 0+ 0− 6+ 0), 0+ 0+max(0+ 0− 14+ 0, 0+ 0− 5+ 0, 0+ 0− 2+ 0)) = 12+min(−3,−2,−2) = 9.
The optimal path is the same as in a “regular” optimization, i.e., S0, a1, S1, a11, S11, ε, thus the action a1 would be
the optimal move (n = 1). It is on the path leading to state S33 guaranteeing the best total cost 9 (payoff −3 with
the costs of thinking/search 12).
execute phase exec: a1 move is executed (the online algorithm n1 = 1), the opponent is performing a move, and
minimax algorithm would be repeated normally again, however because the ply depth is one — the minimax is
over, and the kΩ -search is called again to start to work on a new problem.
The question is: can we do better, i.e., can we get a better result than 9 and a different recommended move? The
answer is yes. We can get it in the way similar like in A*, by decreasing the amount/cost of search, i.e., by decreasing
the width b or the depth k of search and using correct estimates. For example, if we set the width of search b = 1, and
we assume that we analyze moves from the right to the left and $3(εS3) = −4, $3(εS0) = −1, we would get in the
examine phase:
$(kΩ [0] t S0) = $2(kΩ) + $3 (uniondbl (◦ S0 a3 (unionmulti (◦ S3 a33 S33 ε) εS3)) εS0) = $2(exam(a3, a33)) + min($3(S0) +
$3(a3)+max($3(S3)+$2(a33)+$3(S33)+$3(ε), $3(εS3)), $(εS0)) = 2+min(0+0+max(0+0−2+0,−4),−1) =
2− 2 = 0.
The optimal path would be S0, a3, S3, a33, S33, ε, thus the action a3 would be the recommended move (n = 1) for
total optimization. It is on the path leading to state S33 guaranteeing the best total cost 0 (payoff −2 with the costs of
thinking 2). Of course, changing the order of analyzing may result in a different recommended move. Note that for
different cost estimates of ε (we overestimated costs εS0 ), the result of the recommended move can be different than
a3. Underestimating the cost of εS0 may result in continuation of optimization in the next cycle that may result in a
more attractive payoff −3 for a1, but also increase cost of search at least by two, thus total cost will not be better.
Expectiminimax [56] represents two competitive agents with element of chance (e.g., backgammon with dice rolls,
representing an environment). It requires adding the fifth operator from the $-calculus: a general choice unionsq with cost
being defined as an expected cost of its components (as defined in Section 3.3 for the standard cost function). We can
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think about this as partitioning of search space into minimizing agent 1 (using uniondbl), maximizing agent 2 (with unionmulti) and a
probabilistic environment (using unionsq). Expectiminimax leads in a natural way to more realistic domains, where uncer-
tainty plays a central role. For large search spaces cutting off search can be done by limiting the horizon of search to
the depth k. Everything else remains without changes. To represent uncertainty, we can use fuzzy sets or rough sets
characteristic functions in the standard cost function general choice operator from the $-calculus. Then we would get
a “fuzzy” or “rough” equivalent of expectiminimax.
Example 3.12 (Simulating Typical Search Algorithms). Although, it is clear from the theory of computation that on
average all optimization search algorithms perform the same (see e.g., the No Free Lunch Theorem [68]), and no
best search algorithm exists, search methods can be more or less generic, and they can be indefinitely improved [21].
Because in most cases it is not clear which search algorithm will be performing better, the kΩ -search ability to switch
from one method to another is a very powerful feature indeed.
Without the claim that the kΩ -search allows to cover all possible search methods, we will show that it allows
to simulate most typical search algorithms (perhaps, for the price of efficiency compared to specialized search
algorithms). In all search methods presented, if we set costs of goal, sel, exam, exec to 0, we will look for the best
solutions only, otherwise for non-zero costs of goal, sel, exam, exec the kΩ -search will look for total optima (the best
quality solution with minimal search cost).
The kΩ -optimization meta-search can simulate many other search algorithms (using the same code but changing
its control parameters and some function definitions). We will assume default values of kΩ [t] unless stated otherwise.
We will outline some examples of typical search algorithms expressed/simulated by the kΩ -optimization meta-search
procedure:
• Breadth-first search: single agent, i.e., p = 1, k = 1, b = ∞, n = 0, costs are either irrelevant, or, alternatively,
the same for all $-expressions.
• Depth-first search: p = 1, k = ∞, b = 1, n = 0, costs are irrelevant, or, alternatively, the same for all $-
expressions.
• A*: single agent, i.e., p = 1, k = 1 (expand search tree one step ahead), n = 0 (offline search — postpone
execution until goal is found), b = ∞ (all children are expanded for a selected node), Ω = A.
• Minimax, Expectiminimax, Alpha–Beta search: two agents p = 2, i ∈ {1, 2} executing its own i-th algorithm,
ki = ∞ (expand tree up to the end), bi = ∞ for minimax and expectiminimax (consider all children) and bi ≤ ∞
for alpha–beta search, ni = 1 (execute only one step), Ω1 = Ω2 = A1 ∪ A2.
• Hill climbing: p = 1, k = 1, b = 1, n = 0, only one child node survives and parent is forgotten.
• Simulated annealing: p = 1, k = 1 (look one step ahead only), b = 1 (generate one child only replacing parent
if child is better or if worse — with the Boltzmann probability distribution), n = 0.
• Evolutionary algorithm: p = 1, k = 1, gp = 1 (apply crossover and mutation to modify parent population once
only, after selection only child survives and parent node is forgotten), b = 1 (only one population is considered,
if population takes the form of binary string vectors we have a genetic algorithm, for vector of reals — evolution
strategy, for vectors of transition and output relation matrices of finite state machines— evolutionary programming,
for vectors of parse trees (with their own depth and width) — genetic programming), n = 0. Note that we
consider here parameters to simulate an evolutionary algorithm, and not the problem solved by it (e.g., a genetic
programming program may have its own branching factor, depth of deliberation).
• Tabu search: p = 1, k = 1, b ≤ ∞ (all children having cost ∞ will form a tabu list, i.e., they never will be
selected for execution), n = 0.
• Dynamic programming: p = 1, k ≤ ∞ (for value iteration k < ∞), b = ∞, n = 0. The cost of a state (a node
of a search tree) is equal to the immediate reward/cost for that state plus the discounted cost of the state sequences
that might follow it.
• Single/Multiple local/global sequence alignment: it is a special case of dynamic programming (Needle-
man/Wunsch and Smith/Waterman global and local alignments) with p = 1, k = 1, b = ∞, n = 0. No estimates,
i.e., weak congruence is used. Costs of simple $-expressions represent alignment or misalignment of symbols,
including gaps.
• Swarm intelligence: p = 1, k = 1, b = 1, n = 0, for initialization we consider population of particle swarms;
each individual has abstract state/position modified with abstract speed. Each individual updates its state relatively
to its previous best and neighborhood best state. A special case of an evolutionary algorithm.
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• Ant colony system: p = 1 (a single population of “ants”), k = 1, b = 1, n = 0, multiple “ants” work with their
own clock and exchange information by message passing in the form of abstract pheromone. A special case of an
evolutionary algorithm.
• Neural network learning: p = 1 (a single neural net consisting of multiple neurons), typically only weights are
updated by a single program in consecutive iterations (i.e., usually topology of the network is fixed — we do not
consider here evolutionary artificial neural networks), k = 1 (update weights once in each loop), b = 1 (do not
remember previous weights/parent node), n = 0 (postpone work/classification until learning is done).
4. The $-calculus support for intractability
4.1. The $-calculus support for intractability: Optimization under bounded resources, completeness, optimality,
search optimality and total optimality
It is important to determine whether the $-calculus kΩ -optimization will find a solution (will reach a terminal state
— the goal of computation) if there is one, whether solutions are optimal, and what is the search cost associated
with problem solving, i.e., whether the $-calculus search is complete, optimal, search optimal, and totally optimal. In
particular, search optimality and total optimality is crucial for the solution of intractable problems, because it takes
into account an amount of resources available for an agent.
To deal with intractability, the $-calculus employs all four principles described in Section 2.2:
interaction — it interacts with other agents and environment to obtain costs representing the quality of solutions and
search cost,
evolution — as in anytime algorithms solutions may be incomplete and are built incrementally. Additionally, because
of recursive definition operator, the $-calculus may use procedural abstraction (the old idea from structured
programming) to cut a search space,
guessing — using the general choice operator, instead of the cost/adversary choice operators allows to perform
random guessing in the search for a solution,
parallelism — the $-calculus is inherently a parallel model (it has an explicit parallel composition operator). This
means that multiple search points can be explored simultaneously. Additionally, populations of solutions
(like in evolutionary computation) can be considered at the same time.
Due to versatility to deal with intractability, the $-calculus may use strength of many existing search methods. The
$-calculus tries to provide techniques to help to solve non-recursive undecidable problems as well as intractable
recursive problems. In some extent, a similar versatility is attempted by neural networks (not well equipped to deal
with intractability), and evolutionary computation (not clear and explored so far how they can deal with undecidability
[19]).
4.1.1. On completeness: Reaching solutions
Definition 4.1 (On Completeness of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search is complete if the kΩ -
optimization starting from its initial state (kΩ [0], x[0]) guarantees to reach a state (kΩ [t], x[t]) satisfying the goal
condition pending there is one.
Formally, the completeness of search belongs to decision problems. Reaching an arbitrary terminal/goal state is
equivalent to the halting problem of the Turing machine and is undecidable. Thus completeness of search guarantees
that the problem of reaching the goal becomes decidable.
We will distinguish between temporal and spatial optimization using ki , bi , and Ωi values as criteria. Because ki
measures a discrete time as the number of steps, thus it can be thought as representing a temporal aspect. On the other
hand, bi (a branching factor) and Ωi (an optimization alphabet) can be thought as representing a spatial aspect of
optimization.
Definition 4.2 (On Temporal Globality/Locality of the $-Calculus Agent Search). The $-calculus i-th agent will
perform a temporally global search iff ki = ∞, and a temporally local search iff ki <∞.
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Definition 4.3 (On Spatial Globality/Locality of the $-Calculus Agent Search). The $-calculus i-th agent will per-
form a spatially global search iff bi = ∞ and Ωi = A, and a spatially local search iff bi <∞ or Ωi ⊂ A.
Note that there can be various levels of temporal locality — the maximum level of locality will be for ki = 0. Note
also that there can be various levels of spatial locality — the maximum level of spatial locality will be for bi = 0 or
Ωi = ∅.
Let’s consider only reachable goal states, i.e., such goal states that are nodes of the search tree. For unreachable
goal states, of course, search cannot be complete.
Remark 4.4. The spatially global and temporally global kΩ -search is complete for reachable goal states. The
justification is quite simple — this will be simply an exhaustive search, and an exhaustive search will allow to reach
any reachable state, including the goal states.
We can observe that temporally local and spatially local kΩ -search can be complete pending that an incomplete
tree will contain enough information to approximate the complete search tree. This approximation of the missing part
of the tree is done in $-calculus by invisible $-expressions ε with estimated costs of the missing part of the tree.
Remark 4.5. If the estimates of invisible $-expressions ε are set in such a way that search will not miss any goal state
(i.e., strong congruence will be used), then in spite of locality, the kΩ -search will be complete. Then silent/invisible
actions ε approximate missing parts of the problem solving tree, and no crucial information to reach the goal will be
lost.
Remark 4.6. If the goal condition is set simply to stop after a fixed number of iterations of the kΩ -search, then
the $-calculus search becomes obviously complete. However, another possible stopping criterion — the lack of
improvement of the cost function for several iterations — may not guarantee completeness unless supplemented
by monotonicity requirement, and perhaps reaching the goal condition may be achieved in infinite time.
Setting the default goal condition to something other than the optimum of the cost function will result that the
$-calculus search may be complete but not optimal.
4.1.2. On optimality: Reaching the best quality solutions
Definition 4.7 (On Elitist Selection of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search will use an elitist strategy if
states selected for expansion in the next loop iteration of the kΩ -optimization will contain states with the most
promising (i.e., minimal) costs.
Using elitism will allow to expand the most promising parts of the tree only.
Definition 4.8 (On Admissibility of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search will be admissible if the costs of
silent $-expressions are not overestimated.
The admissibility requirement will prohibit to stop prematurely search if a non-optimal goal is found that may look
a more promising than the optimal goal.
Note that elitist selection concept is typical for evolutionary algorithms, and admissibility for heuristic search, e.g.,
the A* algorithm.
Definition 4.9 (On Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search of the i-th agent is optimal if the kΩ -
optimization has its goal condition set to the optimum of the problem specific cost function and $3i (xi [t]) is convergent
(or asymptotically convergent) to the set of optimal solutions X∗i .
For online algorithms with n > 0, the optimal solution will be restricted to a specific n value of steps scheduled for
execution in the execution phase. For offline search algorithms with n = 0, the optimal solution will be the complete
solution scheduled for execution in the execution phase.
Theorem 4.10 (On Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). For a given kΩ -optimization procedure kΩi [0] with an
initial problem solution xi [0], if the $-calculus search of the i-th agent satisfies four conditions
(1) the goal condition is set to the optimum of the problem specific cost function $3i (xi [t]) with the optimum $∗3i ,
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(2) search is complete,
(3) elitist selection is used, and
(4) search is admissible,
then the kΩ -optimization will find the optimum x∗i of $3i (xi [t]) in an unbounded number of iterations t = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
and that optimum will be maintained thereafter.
Proof. For temporally and spatially global search, the proof is obvious — this is an exhaustive search and by
admissibility requirement if the non-optimal goal state will be expanded first, it will not look as a more promising than
the optimal goal state, thus the search will be continued until true optimum is reached (assuming that it is reachable).
For local search, the optimal solution will be found too, because of the way how the kΩ -search approximates the
complete search tree by invisible ε $-expressions. Then always the part of tree containing an optimal state will be
guaranteed to be expanded. This will be true for strong congruence, where we use true (i.e., non-zero) values of cost
estimates. However, the costs of edges, representing $2i (costs of search) will be outside Ωi alphabet and will be
ignored (treated as having neutral value 0). By completeness, the kΩ -search reaches (perhaps in an infinite number of
loop iterations) a goal state that is equivalent to the optimal state. By elitism the optimum will be maintained (i.e., not
lost), because the rate of convergence is guaranteed to be greater than or equal to zero. The rate of convergence cannot
be permanently equal to 0, because if other more promising nodes exist, the admissibility will guarantee that they will
have to be expanded. By admissibility the premature stopping in a local optimumwill be prevented, because an optimal
state will be always looking as a more promising. Always the most promising node (the cheapest one, according to
the $3i metric) will be in the group of nodes selected for expansion in a new iteration, because the kΩ -optimization
expands all nodes in order of increasing $3i values, thus it must eventually expand the optimal (reachable) goal state.
Both conditions imply that the kΩ -optimization will eventually converge (asymptotically converge), perhaps requiring
an infinite number of generations, to the optimum x∗i of $3i .
This theorem provides sufficient (but not necessary) conditions for convergence of the kΩ -search to optimal
solutions. It is possible to weaken it by applying elitist selection only in most cases (i.e., on average to drift toward
optimum but to allow the divergence from time to time), then on average population will not drift away from the
optimum (see a supermartingale [8]). If we know what the value of the optimum is, then elitism is not necessary at all,
and by pure chance the optimum can be reached (by completeness) and process of problem solving stopped. Elitism
will allow to reach the optimum faster on average and in many cases, in a finite number of iterations. However, in the
worst case, it will guarantee only to reach and stay in the optimum in an infinite number of loop iterations. On the
other hand, admissibility will prevent stopping search prematurely and to be trapped in a local optimum.
4.1.3. On search optimality: Looking for the most efficient algorithms
Definition 4.11 (On Search Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search of the i-th agent is search
optimal if the kΩ -optimization has its goal condition set to the optimum of the search cost function together with
problem specific goal condition, and $2i (kΩi [t]) is convergent (or asymptotically convergent) to the set of optimal
solutions kΩ∗i .
Theorem 4.12 (On Search Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). For a given kΩ -optimization procedure kΩi [0]
with an initial problem solution xi [0], if the $-calculus search of the i-th agent satisfies four conditions
(1) the goal condition requires additionally to reach the optimum of the search algorithm cost function $2i (kΩi [t])
with the optimum $∗2i ,
(2) search is complete,
(3) elitist selection is used, and
(4) search is admissible,
then the kΩ -optimization will find the optimum kΩ∗i of $2i (kΩi [t]) in an unbounded number of iterations t =
0, 1, 2, . . ., and that optimum will be maintained thereafter.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of optimality. The only difference is that now costs of problem specific
solutions are ignored (costs of nodes are treated as 0), and costs of edges representing cost of the kΩ -optimization are
taken into account. Besides minimal costs of search, we still require that a specific problem is solved.
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This theorem states that for a given problem (x[0]), we can find its solution satisfying the termination condition
using the most efficient solving method according to the $2 cost function criterion. This can be the least amount of
time or memory, or something else. $2 can be represented using the time or space complexity “big O” notation or may
take a polynomial or other form. This is consistent that many specific problems are known to have the most efficient
algorithms (the lower and upper bound complexities) to solve them (see, e.g., the extremal graph theory [33]). Here the
implication is that for each specific problem, if the optimum exists, then it can be reached or reached approximately
in an infinite or finite number of iterations. However, currently such optima are known for some classes of problems
only.
4.1.4. On total optimality: Looking for the best quality and least costly solutions
A total optimality provides a direct and elegant method to deal with intractability of problem solving search. It
will use a power of evolution to avoid expensive search methods. In other words, both the solutions and algorithms
producing the solutions will be evolved (but for the price that perhaps the quality of solutions found would be worse
compared to solutions where we ignore search costs, i.e., total optima in most cases are different than problem specific
optima).
Definition 4.13 (On Total Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). The $-calculus search of the i-th agent is totally
optimal if the kΩ -optimization has its goal condition set to the optimum of the cost function $i (kΩi [t], xi [t]) and
$i (kΩi [t], xi [t]) is convergent (or asymptotically convergent) to the set of optimal solutions (kΩ∗i , X∗i ).
Theorem 4.14 (On Total Optimality of the $-Calculus Search). For a given kΩ -optimization procedure kΩi [0] with
an initial problem solution xi [0], if the $-calculus search of the i-th agent satisfies four conditions
(1) the goal condition requires additionally to reach the optimum of the search algorithm cost function
$i (kΩi [t], xi [t]) with the optimum $∗i ,
(2) search is complete,
(3) elitist selection is used, and
(4) search is admissible,
then the kΩ -optimization will find the optimum (kΩ∗i , x∗i ) of $i (kΩi [t], xi [t]) in an unbounded number of iterations
t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and that optimum will be maintained thereafter.
Proof. The proof is analogous to theorem on optimality of the kΩ -search. However, here the optimization alphabet
Ω includes costs both of the nodes and edges, i.e., the best quality solution of the problem with the minimal costs of
resources is looked for.
This theorem shows how to automate the process of finding good solutions in a reasonable time (amount of
resources used), and how to formalize the old idea of that the solution can evolve together with the method used
to obtain it.
Note that the $-calculus assumes that the cost function is a separable function, i.e., it can be decomposed into
problem specific cost function $3 and search algorithm fitness function $2, and glued together by the aggregating cost
function $1. This allows separating the solution domain from the methods used to find a solution. This is crucial for
the solution of intractable problems, where the time and space complexity (search costs) becomes a critical factor, and
to express the cost of the algorithm which is decomposed into several steps.
4.1.5. Classes of problem solving procedures: Easy, hard, and solvable in the limit
We will propose a classification of classes of problems solvable by the $-calculus kΩ -optimization into three
classes: easy, hard and solvable in the limit. This classification is based on all computation involved: The complexity
of the search method, and the complexity of the underlying problem. Note, that the total standard cost function
$ = $1($2, $3) captures both dependencies.
The first class will correspond to tractable problems from the point of view of algorithms, the second to intractable
problems, and the third to the subclass of undecidable problems that can be solved in the infinite number of iterations.
Finding the optimum in infinite time (although it violates finiteness requirement for algorithmic problem solving)
is not useless, because it allows to determine that the problem is solvable at all, and it allows to determine a finite
approximation if the error is acceptable.
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Given optimization problems, the following three classes for problems solvable by the $-calculus kΩ -optimization
can be distinguished in the order of increasing hardness:
Easy class: the mean number of steps of the kΩ -optimization until the total optimum of the cost function
$(kΩ [t], x[t]) = $1($2(kΩ [t]), $3(x[t])) is found is polynomial in the problem size.
Hard class: the mean number of steps of the kΩ -optimization until the total optimum of the cost function
$(kΩ [t], x[t]) = $1($2(kΩ [t]), $3(x[t])) is found is non-polynomial in the problem size.
Solvable in the limit class: the mean number of steps of the kΩ -optimization until the total optimum of the cost
function
$(kΩ [t], x[t]) = $1($2(kΩ [t]), $3(x[t])) is found is unbounded in the problem size.
Remark 4.15. Note the above classification covers a time complexity of problems solvable by the $-calculus
kΩ -optimization. If we substitute the number of elementary steps, by the number of memory cells, we will get a
space complexity.
4.2. Sample solution of intractable problems: The traveling salesman problem
The Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a classical example of an NP-complete problem. The traveling salesman
must visit every city in his territory exactly once and return home yielding minimum time/distance/fuel cost. Assuming
n cities, and symmetric distance from A to B, being the same as from B to A, and that every tour can be represented
in 2n different ways, the search space of TSP is n!/2n = (n − 1)!/2. The factorial growth rate is even worse that an
exponential growth.
We will present the $-calculus solution working in the style of an evolutionary algorithm. Of course, we could
use the kΩ -optimization to simulate simulated annealing, neural networks, or ant colony system solution of the
TSP. With some effort it is possible to encode the TSP solution in the pi -calculus (for instance, the Lin–Kernigham
algorithm [45]), but the pi -calculus was not designed to provide solutions for intractable problems, thus we would skip
such solution.
The system consists of one agent only which is interested in everything, i.e., Ω is an alphabet of all cities, and it
uses a cost function $ = $1($2(kΩ [t]), $3(x[t])) = $2(kΩ [t])+ $3(x[t]), where $1 is an aggregating function in the
form of the additive function, $2 and $3 are standard cost functions, $2(kΩ [t]) represents costs of the kΩ -search, and
$3(x[t]) represents the quality of solutions. x[t] takes a form of a population of size m, being a vector of permutations
of cities representing the potential TSP solution, i.e., x[t] = [(◦ y11 . . . y1n) . . . (◦ ym1 . . . ymn)], where every yi j
for fixed i and j = 1, . . . , n is equal to exactly one and unique city from the set of cities {c1, . . . , cn}. $3(x[t]) is
understood as the cost (cumulative distance of cities) of the best individual/permutation from the current population.
A weak congruence is used. In other words, invisible actions are treated as having a neutral cost 0. The number of
steps in the derivation tree selected for optimization in the examine phase k = 1, the branching factor b = 1, and the
number of steps selected for execution in the examine phase n = 0, i.e., execution is postponed until the optimum
is found. The solutions and the search takes the form of the path: ((kΩ [0], x[0]), (kΩ [1], x[1]), . . . , (kΩ [t], x[t])),
where t can be finite or infinite, kΩ [0] = init[0],kΩ [1] = loop[1], . . . , kΩ [t] = loop[t], and every x[t] represents a
complete solution substituting previous solution x[t − 1].
OPTIMIZATION: Only $3 is used, i.e., $ = $3 —an optimal path is looked for, ignoring the costs of an evolutionary
algorithm (kΩ -optimization search). The desirable goal — min($3(x[t])), i.e., the best individual from the last
generation, is typically overwritten in an evolutionary computation by the maximum number of generations or the lack
of progress in several generations/iterations of the kΩ -search. Let’s assume that the goal will be set to the maximum
number of generations. The elitist selection will be used and search will be complete by the assumption that every
permutation will be possible to reach from the initial permutation of cities. Flags rein f = strongcon = update = 0.
Then consecutive steps (cycles) of the kΩ -optimization do exactly what an evolutionary algorithm supposed to do:
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: x[0] = (◦ x[0] εx[0])
The initial tree consists of the root state x[0] being a population of cities permutations and an empty action εx0
representing an empty continuation/future solutions (weak congruence, i.e., having neutral estimated cost 0). x[0] is
generated randomly in the init phase (flag gp = 1) n-times from c1, c2, . . . , cn for each member of the population.
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Because x[0] is not the goal state (let’s assume that the maximum number of generations, representing the goal,
t > 0), the first loop iteration consisting of select, examine, and execute phases replaces an invisible εx[0] one step
deep (k = 1) by one offspring x[1] and x[0] is forgotten (erased by an invisible εx[0]).
1. t = 1, first loop iteration:
select phase sel: εx[0] = (◦ x[1] εx[1])
x[0] = εx[0]
examine phase exam: $(x[0]) = $3(x[0]) = $3(◦ εx[0] x[1] εx[1]) = $3(εx[0]) + $3(x[1]) + $(εx[1]) =
0 + $3(x[1]) + 0, i.e., costs of previous generations are ignored, cost of search ignored, and no estimates of
future solutions are used. Execution is postponed (n = 0), and x[1]’s follow-up εx[1] will be substituted by x[2]
in the next loop iteration, and x[1] forgotten by an invisible εx[1]. For getting offsprings mutation and/or crossover
are used in the select phase, and to trim a population to a fixed size, e.g., a proportional selection can be used in the
examine phase:
2. t ≥ 2, second and successive loop iterations:
select phase sel: εx[t−1] = (◦ x[t] εx[t])
x[t − 1] = εx[t−1]
examine phase exam: $3(x[0]) = $3(◦ εx[0] . . . εx[t−1] x[t] εx[t]) = Σ t−1i=0 ($3(εx[i])) + $3(x[t])+ $3(εx[t]) =
0+ $3(x[t] + 0 = $3(x[t]). Let’s assume that the maximum number of generations has been reached, which is the
goal and the end of the kΩ -optimization search. The best individual from the last generation (with the shortest tour
length) is the solution, and it is designated for the execution in the execute phase:
execute phase exec:
The best individual from x[t] population will be designated for the execution. After that the kΩ -search re-initializes
for the new problem to solve.
Note that the presented solution is not necessary the min($3(x[t])). However, the minimum of $3 will be guaranteed
to be reached for the infinite number of generations t = ∞. Note that typically all nodes/populations are not kept in
the memory — only the last one (a hill climbing search). Note also that quite easily, we could use, for instance, a
simulated annealing, instead of an evolutionary algorithm simulation.
TOTAL OPTIMIZATION: The goal will be changed to maximal value (a threshold) of sum of costs of the kΩ -
search and the length of the tour. The optimization alphabet Ω will include now both cities and the actions from the
kΩ -search.
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: x[0] = (◦ x[0] εx[0]).
The initial tree consists of the root state x[0] being a population of cities permutations and init[0 representing
the initial state of kΩ -optimization simulating an evolutionary algorithm, and an empty action ε0 representing a
missing path to the goal which cost is ignored (a weak congruence). Because (kΩ [0] x[0]) is not the goal state
(let’s assume that the threshold of costs, being sum of search cost plus tour length, has not been reached)), the first
loop iteration consisting of select, examine, and execute phases replaces an invisible εx[0] one step deep (k = 1) by
one offspring x[1].
1. t = 1, first loop iteration:
select phase sel: εx[0] = (◦ x[1] εx[1])
x[0] = εx[0]
examine phase exam: $(kΩ [0] x[0]) = $2(h(◦ εx[0]x[1]εx[1])) + $3(◦ εx[0]x[1]εx[1]) = $2(◦ h(εx[0])h(x[1])
h(εx[1]))+$3(◦ εx[0]x[1]εx[1]) = $2(◦ init[0]loop[1]εloop[1])+$3(◦ εx[0]x[1]εx[1]) = $2(◦ kΩ [0]kΩ [1]εloop[1]))+
$3(◦ εx[0]x[1] εx[1]) = $2(kΩ [0]) + $2(kΩ [1]) + $2(εloop[1]) + $3(εx[0]) + $3(x[1]) + $(εx[1]) = $2(kΩ [0]) +
$2(kΩ [1])+ $3(x[1]),
i.e., costs of previous generations are ignored, cost of search is taken into account, and no estimates of future
solutions are used. Execution is postponed (n = 0), and x[1]’s follow-up εx[1] will be substituted by x[2] in the
next loop iteration, and x[1] forgotten (substituted by εx[1]). For getting offsprings mutation and/or crossover are
used in the select phase, and to trim a population to a fixed size, e.g., a proportional selection can be used in the
examine phase:
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2. t ≥ 2, second and successive loop iterations:
select phase sel: εx[t−1] = (◦ x[t] εx[t])
x[t − 1] = εx[t−1]
examine phase exam:
$(kΩ [0] x[0]) = $2(h(◦ εx[0] . . . εx[t−1] x[t] εx[t])) + $3(◦ εx[0] . . . εx[t−1] x[t] εx[t]) =
$2(◦ init[0] loop[1] . . . loop[t − 1] loop[t] εloop[t]) + $3(◦ εx[0] . . . εx[t−1] x[t] εx[t]) =
$2(◦ kΩ [0] kΩ [1] . . . kΩ [t] εloop[t])+ $3(◦ εx[0] . . . εx[t−1] x[t] εx[t]) =∑ti=0 ($2(kΩ [i])) + $2(εloop[t])+∑t−1
i=0 ($3(εx[i])) + $3(x[t])+ $3(εx[t]) =
∑t
i=0 ($2(kΩ [i]))+ $3(x[t]).
Let’s assume that the threshold of costs has been reached, which is the goal and the end of the kΩ -optimization
search. The best individual from the last generation (with the shortest tour length and minimal search cost) is the
solution, and it is designated for the execution in the execute phase:
execute phase exec:
The best individual from x[t] population will be designated for the execution. After that the kΩ -search re-initializes
for the new problem to solve.
5. The $-calculus support for undecidability
5.1. The $-calculus expressiveness and its support for undecidability: Interaction, evolution and infinity
To deal with undecidability, the $-calculus may represent all three principles from Section 2.3: the infinity,
interaction, and evolution principles:
infinity — because of the infinity of the indexing set I in the $-calculus operators, it is clear that the $-calculus
derives its expressiveness mostly from the infinity principle.
interaction — if to assume that simple $-expressions may represent oracles, then the $-calculus can represent the
interaction principle. Then we define an equivalent of the oracle as a user defined simple $-expression, that
somehow in the manner of the “black-box” solves unsolvable problems (however, we do not know how).
evolution — the kΩ -optimization may be evolved to a new (and hopefully) more powerful problem solving method.
Remark 5.1. It is easier and “cleaner” to think about implementation of unbounded (infinite) concepts, than about
implementation of oracles. The implementation of scalable computers (e.g., scalable massively parallel computers or
unbounded growth of Internet) allows to think about a reasonable approximation of the implementation of infinity
(and, in particular, the pi -calculus, or the $-calculus). At this point, it is completely unclear how to implement oracles
(as Turing stated an oracle cannot be a machine, i.e., implementable by mechanical means), and as the result, the
models based on them (e.g., Site or Internet machines [70]).
5.1.1. Expressing an arbitrary algorithm
The expressiveness of the $-calculus is not worse than the expressiveness of Turing Machines.
Theorem 5.2 (On Expressing an Arbitrary Algorithm in the $-Calculus). The $-calculus can express an arbitrary
algorithm.
Proof. To prove that, it is enough to show how to encode in the $-calculus any of the models equivalent to Turing
Machines. For example, the λ-calculus [11,12] is equivalent to Turing Machines and all algorithms. Encoding of the
λ-calculus by the subset of the $-calculus is straightforward:
λ-calculus $-calculus encoding
x — variable x — variable name
MN — application ( f N )— function call
λx .M — abstraction (:= ( f x) M)— function definition
Operational semantics:
(λx .M) N → M[N/x] ( f N ) → M[N/x], where (:= ( f x) M).
function application (β-reduction)
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In [17] it has been demonstrated, how some other models of computation, more expressive than Turing Machines,
can be simulated in the $-calculus. This includes the pi -calculus, Interaction Machines, cellular automata, neural
networks, and random automata networks. Because this paper deals with the comparison of the pi -calculus and the
$-calculus, we will show the encoding of the pi -calculus by the $-calculus.
Example 5.3. Encoding of the pi -calculus
pi -calculus (piC) $-calculus ($C) encoding
0 - inert process ⊥ - zero (blocking)
x(y).P - input prefix (unionsq (◦ (← x y) P) - receive
(◦ (in x y) P))
x¯ y.P - output prefix (unionsq (◦ (→ x y) P) - send
(◦ (out x y) P))
P + Q - sum (unionsq P Q) - general choice
P | Q - parallel composition ( ‖ P Q) - parallel composition
(ν x) P - restriction (block in out x P)
! P - replication (:= (! P) ( ‖ P (! P))).
Simulation requires introduction of (user defined) operators: in, out and block in out, but the $-calculus allows to
do it. Then the input prefix is simulated by the general choice either to do $-calculus receive (requiring synchronization
with corresponding send) or by a new operator (in x y)working like receive, but not requiring synchronization neither
with send nor out. In a similar way, the output prefix is simulated by general choice of send and a new operator out.
The pi -calculus restriction operator is simulated by a new operator block in out blocking execution of in and out
operators for a given channel x (and this is a general idea of the pi -calculus restriction operator). Simulation of the
replication operator by recursive definition is straightforward.
If to not be too picky about the necessity to use new (user) defined operators in, out, and block in out, then the pi -
calculus could be claimed to be a subcalculus of the $-calculus, because each operator of the pi -calculus is simulated
by a corresponding operator from the $-calculus. We have the choice to encode numerals, true, false boolean values,
if–then–else operator either as in the λ-calculus or as in the pi -calculus, but we prefer the third way: ⊥ is used to
denote false (similar to implementation of the negation by failure in Prolog, where exactly one of P or ¬P will be
blocked (will fail, i.e., return ⊥), and if–then–else we can express easily by general choice with positive and negated
guards.
5.1.2. Some undecidability results
We will present two theorems that the optimization problem for the $-calculus cannot be solved neither by the
Universal Turing Machine nor by the $-calculus itself.
Every optimization problem for the $-calculus can be expressed as a halting problem: to stop when the optimum is
reached, or to continue computation otherwise.
Theorem 5.4 (On Undecidability of the Optimization Problem for the $-Calculus by the Universal Turing Machine).
The optimization (halting) problem of the $-calculus is algorithmically unsolvable by the Universal Turing Machine.
Proof. A Universal Turing Machine cannot solve its own halting problem, and the $-calculus by Theorem 5.2 can
express an arbitrary algorithm/TM being a subset of all possible $-expressions. If UTM cannot decide about halting
(reaching the goal state) for the subset of $-expressions simulating the λ-calculus, then the same applies to the
complete $-calculus. Another argument confirming the undecidability result is that the reaching the optimum may
require, according to Theorem 4.10, an unbounded (infinite) number of steps by the kΩ -search, thus that problem is
algorithmically unsolvable.
We will show that the optimization problem cannot be decided by the $-calculus itself if we consider all possible
search algorithms and all possible problems to solve.
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The proof of undecidability will be by the diagonalization technique leading to a contradiction, i.e., by attempting
to construct a program finding the universal search algorithm looking for the optimum, and to fail in that. The idea is
the following: if a best search algorithm existed, how would it perform having itself as an input?
Theorem 5.5 (On Undecidability of the Optimization Problem for the $-Calculus by the $-Calculus). The problem of
finding the best search algorithm finding the optimum of the arbitrary problem is algorithmically undecidable in the
$-calculus.
Proof. By contradiction. Suppose that there were such a meta-system kΩ [t] = A that detects for an arbitrary input
x[t] whether or not its optimum $3(x[t]) has been found, and it replies yes or no. Assumption: A takes as an input x
and its input file i (can be empty), and decides yes or no that cost function $3(x[t]) reached its optimum.
Step 1: Modify kΩ [t] = A, called A1, that acts like A, but when A prints no, A1 prints “optimum reached”.
Step 2: Modify A1 to A2. This program takes only one input, x , and acts like A1 with both its program and data
inputs equal to x , i.e., A2(x) = A1(x, x) (A2 simulates A1, storing copy of x to be used instead of i , when
A1 performs input) Note, we repeat essentially what Alan Turing did to prove undecidability of TMs: to
modify A to take as its inputs program x , with its input being x itself, and ask what would modified A
reply: yes or no? There are somehow related problems: self-modifying programs, bootstrapping, compiling
compiler, self-reproduction, carrying yourself, etc.
Step 3: Put A2 as input to A2. A2 cannot exist. If it did what would A2(A2) do?
If A2(A2) = yes, then A2 given A2 as input evidently does not print “optimum reached” (it prints “yes”).
But A2(A2) = A1(A2, A2) = A(A2, A2), and A1 prints yes if and only if its first input (program A2), given
its second input as data (program A2), prints “optimum reached”. Thus A2(A2) = yes, implies A2 prints
optimum reached. But if A2 prints optimum reached , then A1(A2, A2) = optimum reached, and A(A2, A2)
= no. Thus A2(A2) = optimum reached, implies A2(A2) does not print “optimum reached”. A(A2, A2)
cannot at the same time decide yes and no, and A2 cannot print and not print “optimum reached” at the same
time. Thus A2 does not exist, and as a consequence, A1, and A. A cannot decide one way or another — the
problem is “undecidable”, i.e., the program (if it existed) for some inputs (which is the deciding program
itself), would not be able to reply clearly: yes or no. This has no real sense: the program should answer yes
or no, pending that it exists. Thus the only available option left is that such program does not exist.
The proof of the algorithmic undecidability of finding the best search algorithm can be done alternatively by a
direct reduction from the language of the Universal Turing Machine or by reduction from the Post Correspondence
Problem [54].
Remark 5.6. In the similar way, it can be proven that the search optimality and total optimality are algorithmically
unsolvable both by Turing Machine and the $-calculus.
Remark 5.7. It is interesting that the $-calculus can solve in the limit the halting problem of the Universal Turing
Machine, and approximate the solution of the halting/optimization problem of the $-calculus. This is a very interesting
result, because, if correct, besides the $-calculus, it may suggest that a self-modifying program using infinitary means
may approximate the solution of its own decision (halting or optimization) problem.
5.1.3. Solving non-algorithmically the Turing Machine halting problem
The theorems from this section justify that the $-calculus is more expressive that the TM, and may represent non-
algorithmic computation. We will show three ways how the $-calculus can solve non-algorithmically the halting
problem of the Universal Turing Machine using either infinity, evolution, or interaction principles (defined in
Section 2.3).
Theorem 5.8 (On Solution of the Halting Problem of UTM by the $-Calculus Using Infinity Principle). The halting
problem for the Universal Turing Machine is solvable by the $-calculus using the infinity principle.
Proof. The detailed proof (in the form of the example) is presented in Section 5.2. It uses the solution of the halting
problem of the UTM as the solution in the limit by the kΩ -search.
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Two other proofs using the interaction and evolution principles are presented below.
Theorem 5.9 (On Solution of the Halting Problem of UTM by the $-Calculus Using Interaction Principle). The halt-
ing problem for the Universal Turing Machine is solvable non-algorithmically by the $-calculus using the interaction
principle.
Proof. There are two interacting agents, called UTM and Oracle, and both running the kΩ -optimization. The first
agent UTM has as its input x , i.e., the encoding of the instance of the Turing machine with its input. The second agent
Oracle has as its input a query from the first agent. No optimization is involved, i.e., k = b = 0, n = ∞, Ω and
$ irrelevant (no optimization) Everything is done in the init and exec phase. The default goal, minimum of the cost
function is replaced by printing “halting” or “non-halting”.
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: The two agents are defined (one encoding the instances of the Turing machine,
and the second — an oracle), and the initial $-expression being parallel composition of two agents. Parameters
for the kΩ are selected: k = b = 0, n = ∞, Ω and cost function $ are irrelevant (no optimization involved).
The minimum of the cost function (the default goal) is overwritten by the “do forever” goal in the infinite loop.
Although it seems be redundant here, technically speaking, we still use the kΩ -optimization with empty select
and examine phases.
Both agent definitions:
(:= (UTM x) (◦ (→ a x) (← a y) (print y) (UTM new x instance))
(:= (Oracle x) (◦ (← a x) (→ a (select “halting“ “non halting“))
(Oracle x))).
Only the Oracle agent “knows” whether to select “halting” or “non-halting”, and the UTM agent simply
promptly prints an answer.
To start everything we run both agent processes in parallel
( ‖ (UTM first x instance) (Oracle x)).
1. t = 1, first loop iteration lasting forever, sel, exam, exec reduced to exec only
examine phase exec: successive interactions of UTM agent and Oracle agent are executed with interaction done
by classical process algebra message passing involving pairs send and receive. UTM delegates the solution that
is unable to solve itself, to a smarter Oracle. Practically, from the kΩ -optimization the inference rules for the
execution of actions are needed only. Because n = ∞ and recursion is unconditional, the goal never will be
checked again. The whole magic of Oracle is hidden in a non-recursive select function that optional definition
is undefined, represented in the $-calculus as an atomic simple $-expression, defined as the “black-box”. We do
not have an access to this black-box and its internal structure, but the Oracle agent somehow knows and can be
queried about any Turing machine instance, giving an infallible answer. In infinity, all instances of TMs can be
inspected.
Note that the readers may feel to be disappointed by such non-algorithmic “proof” with a non-constructive “select”
that nobody knows how to implement. However, the $-calculus allows to define formally simple $-expressions as
arbitrary functions (including non-recursive ones), thus technically this is correct, hiding the lack of algorithmic
implementability by the atomic black-box select with an unknown structure.
Theorem 5.10 (On Solution of the Halting Problem of UTM by the $-Calculus Using Evolution Principle). The halt-
ing problem for the Universal Turing Machine is solvable non-algorithmically by the $-calculus using the evolution
principle.
Proof. The idea is quite simple. The UTM (input to the kΩ -optimization) will be evolved in successive iterations
(e.g., using the $-calculus send operator →) to UTM with oracle, or to the infinite number of agents representing
enumerable instances of TMs. Thus the halting problem using evolution principle will be transformed to the halting
problem using interaction or infinity principles.
Remark 5.11. Assuming that a TM with an oracle can be encoded as a non-recursive function ( $-expression) using
a binary alphabet and an ordinary TM can be (of course) encoded as a binary string, thus a simple binary mutation
changing one binary input to another can convert by chance an ordinary Turing Machine to the Turing Machine with
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an oracle [62]. The probability of such event is very small, and because nobody has implemented the Turing Machine
with an oracle (although we know what its transition function may look like — see, e.g. [43]). We may have the big
problem with the recognition of this encoding, thus even if theoretically possible, so far nobody has been able to detect
the potential existence of the Turing Machine with an oracle.
5.1.4. Approximating the universal algorithm
We know from the theory of computation and the undecidability result from Section 5.1.2 that the search for the
universal algorithm is a futile effort. However, is this truly so? In this section, we will try to provide some hope, but
for the price of approximation of the best search algorithm.
We will show how the $-calculus can help potentially for the solution of the best search algorithm by approximating
it. The best search algorithm will be in the sense of the optimum: finding the best quality solutions/search algorithms
for the all possible problems. The trouble and undecidability is caused by the requirement to cover exactly all possible
problems.2
Theorem 5.12 (On Approximating the Universal Algorithm). The search for the universal algorithm is approximated
in the limit by the kΩ -optimization if the search is complete an elitist selection strategy is used.
Proof. Let’s assume that the kΩ -optimization will have as its input a candidate for the universal search algorithm
operating on its own inputs/problems to solve. In other words, the minimum of $3(x[t]) is looked for (the optimization
problem) The solution will improve monotonically by elitist selection strategy. However, it will require an infinite
number of iterations of the kΩ -optimization, checking a growing number of inputs for each universal algorithm
candidate instance, but this is consistent with the infinity principle. By completeness, the probability of finding
each universal algorithm candidate is greater than zero and each (reachable) search algorithm is guaranteed to be
inspected by an exhaustive search in infinity. Assuming that the number of possible search algorithms is infinite but
enumerable (a reasonable assumption, because all algorithms/TMs can be encoded over, for instance, a binary alphabet
and enumerated), the best search (universal) algorithm (a non-existent, or more precisely, an asymptotic optimum) will
be approximated by the $-calculus after an infinite number of iterations to the arbitrary degree of precision. However,
the optimum (the universal algorithm) has to be outside of the search tree, otherwise by completeness it would be
reached in the infinity and problem would be decidable (what is not possible according to Theorem 5.5).
Remark 5.13. If the reader may question the practicality of the above “infinite recipe” to find the universal algorithm,
we should say that at least it provides a hope that the attempt to look for the universal algorithm is not so futile, and
we will improve continuously the currently known “best” universal algorithm never reaching it.
Remark 5.14. Note that it is not true that the theorem is “impractical”. Of course, we are not guaranteed to explore
in the finite time the whole infinite search space of potential algorithms. However, the above theorem gives a quite
practical clue stating that the search for the universal algorithm is not so hopeless. We can improve indefinitely the
quality (i.e., the generality) of search algorithms. However, we do not guarantee that the best algorithm will be found
in the finite or infinite time (because the problem is TM/ $-calculus undecidable). All that can be claimed is that it can
be indefinitely approximated.
It is quite different to claim that yes, you can improve your solution for the price that you will never reach an
optimum in the final or infinite time, compared to a flat negative statement: “do not look for the best algorithm because
such effort is fruitless”. The theorem says: look for the best algorithm; you are not guaranteed to find it in the finite or
infinite time, but as a side effect of your search you will get (hopefully) better and better search algorithms. In such a
way, for instance, the development of the whole area of mathematics, works. Finding an axiomatic description of all
theorems in mathematics is impossible (the Entscheidungsproblem — Hilbert’s decision problem is undecidable [61,
37,20,24]). However, in spite of that, new generations of mathematicians and computer scientists work and generate
new theorems and improve indefinitely the current state of art of mathematics and computer science. The famous
Entscheidungsproblem does not prevent us from discovering new theorems, improving our knowledge of mathematics,
but we will never be able to write all theorems.
2 The number of possible algorithms is enumerable, however, the number of possible problems is infinite, but not enumerable
(problems/languages are all possible subsets of all algorithms), see, e.g., [37].
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5.2. Sample solution in the limit of undecidable problems: The halting problem of the Universal Turing Machine
The halting problem of the Universal Turing Machine, i.e., to decide whether an arbitrary Turing Machine M will
halt or not for its arbitrary input x belongs to the TM undecidable problems. Theorems 5.9, 5.10 and Remark 5.11
present different approaches to non-algorithmic solutions of the TM halting problem using the infinity, or interaction,
or evolution principles. Here we present one of the variants of possible solutions of the TM halting problem treating it
as the problem solvable in the limit by the $-calculus. We will not present a similar proof in the pi -calculus — it will
require that either the pi -calculus will use an infinity in its operators (e.g., in the replication or parallel composition
operator), or to assume that action prefixes can encode non-recursive functions (to allow to simulate an oracle). This
would require either to extend the pi -calculus, or to allow for a new interpretation of some of its operators.
The $-calculus solution: We will assume the infinite enumerable number of agents A1, A2, . . .. Each i-th agent
will take as its input a specific instance of the TuringMachine, a pair (Mi [0], xi [0])where Mi [0] is the TuringMachine
encoding, and xi [0] its binary input. The goal for each agent will be to print “halted” or “not-halted”. Optimization is
not used.
0. t = 0, initialization phase init: The definition of the i-th agent with its input — pair (Mi , xi ), and the initial $-
expression being parallel composition of agent processes. Parameters for the kΩ are selected: k = b = 0, n = ∞,
Ω and $ are irrelevant here. The goal is the minimum of the cost function (the default goal) is overwritten by the
“do forever” goal in the infinite loop. Although it seems be redundant here, technically speaking, we still use the
kΩ -optimization with empty select and examine phases.
To start everything we run all processes in parallel
( ‖ A1 A2 . . .).
1. t ≥ 1, first and other loop iterations, sel, exam, exec reduced to exec only
execute phase exec: for each instance of the Turing Machine and its input, the agent observes whether TM halted.
If so it prints the result: “halted”. Otherwise it increments t and goes to the next loop iteration. We can think that
the kΩ -search will stay a finite quantum of time in select/examine/execute iteration, and if not successful with
reaching a decision will go to the next iteration, giving a next quantum of time. This can take either a finite amount
of time/iterations if the TM halted reaching or not reaching its goal, or if the program loops forever, then the agent
cannot decide in finite time whether the TM will halt or not. However, the agent by the infinity principle can wait
“forever”, and in the infinity (in the limit) it will be able to decide and print: halted or not.
Remark 5.15. It would be possible to represent the halting problem of UTM as the optimization problem from the
kΩ -optimization. Then for each instance of TM, we can associate cost 0 if the TM halts, and 1 otherwise. The cost
will be defined then as the sum of costs of all agents. The kΩ -optimization by the attempt to minimize the costs
will minimize the number of “undecided” agents by giving them additional loop iterations to be able to take the
decision. This will take an infinite number of iterations, however the number of 1’s should monotonically decrease
never reaching the optimum in the finite time.
6. On the $-calculus implementation: CCL and CO$T
Our new experimental programming languages CO$T (a generic Java design [25]) and CCL (a specialized C design
and implementation for mobile robotics [23,14,15,7]) are both derived from the $-calculus process algebra, and are
designed to provide the support for distributed problem solving based on ideas of anytime algorithms.
Our approach is not tied to one specific programming paradigm. Although it has some similarities with object-
oriented, procedural, functional and logic paradigms — it is rather independent and distinct from one specific
paradigm. In fact, it can be considered as a new “cost” programming paradigm, where each statement of the language
has its associated cost, and instructions with the smallest cost are those selected for execution (i.e., the execution
is “cost-driven” in contrast to control-driven, data-driven, demand-driven and pattern-driven control). Note that in
spite of the current popularity (deserved or not) of the object-oriented approach, a universally best programming
paradigm does not exist, and the history of computer science languages confirms that. Thus “cost” programs can be
designed in styles of other programming paradigms: the encapsulation of code for agents resembles the objects, the
“bytecode” of $-expressions with an infix notation resembles Lisp functions or genetic programming, the inference
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search engine performing the kΩ -search resembles Prolog, and initial cost expressions from the init phase are written
as a procedural/imperative code.
For portability reasons, both languages will be/are implemented, similar to Java or Parle from the ESPRIT Fifth
Generation SPAN project [55], in two steps: as a compiler and an interpreter. The source code through an operator
GUI, providing a user-friendly interface, will be compiled to the intermediate “byte-like” code of $-expressions,
and downloaded to the interpreter. The interpreter’s Virtual Machine will dynamically search for the best executable
code and execute it employing the kΩ -optimization. Interpreters can run on shared memory architectures (using
multithreading) or on distributed computers/robots/agents.
A benefit to implementing the first step as a compiler is the efficiency of compilation and user-friendliness of
its GUI (hiding from the user nested $-expressions that resemble to some degree the output generated by genetic
programming). On the other hand, using the interpreter as a second step, makes it more flexible for online search
algorithms for real time dynamic environments. Additionally, adding the intermediate level, makes our design scalable
and portable.
A source program will consist of one or more agent definitions. Each agent will consist of
• An initial state (for init) in the form of an arbitrary $-expression (can be user defined or automatically generated
by init depending on gp flag).
• The cost function $ whose minimum defines the default goal (i.e., total optimization; for $ = $3 is a “regular”
optimization), and optionally supplemented by another termination condition (for goal).
• A set of atomic and composite $-expressions to construct the kΩ -search tree, parameters for optimization
k, b, n,Ω , and costs of atomic $-expressions (if not provided can be learned by reinforcement learning for the
price of extra computations) (for init, sel, exam, exec).
• A user can use predefined or overwrite or modify (i.e., the system is open) the modules: init, goal, sel, exam, exec,
and then a user will provide their new updates.
Truly to write an interpreter is to implement the init, goal, sel, exam and exec functions. Note that having an interpreter
(and not a compiler) performing optimization is not a limitation. If we want to optimize the compiler’s output (e.g.,
the optimal partition of tasks among agents), this can be reformulated as a subproblem and reprocessed through the
interpreter. The interpreter’s output can be fed back to the compiler producing an optimal partitioning.
Two experimental systems are under initial design and implementation:
• CO$T: a general purpose multiagent programming environment and language, as a generic unified tool for AI and
computer science [25], and
• CCL: a specialized Common Control Language for mission planning and control of multiple Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), i.e., a generalization of Evolutionary Robotics with online control algorithms [23,
14,15,7].
To implement compiler and interpreter phases: scanning, parsing, semantic analysis, intermediate/target code
generation and optimization, we use standard compiler generators tools. The kΩ -search will be an essential part
of the interpreter’s optimizer phase. The output of the compiler will be in the form of $-expression “bytecode”, and
the output of the interpreter will be downloaded and executed in the select–examine–execute loop controlled by the
interpreter.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented the $-calculus process algebra being an extension of the pi -calculus model, and targeting
intractable and undecidable problems.
The $-calculus support for solutions of intractable problems was provided by built-in a very general search method
(called the kΩ -optimization) supplemented by the cost performance measure to direct the search. The $-calculus
support for non-algorithmic solutions of undecidable problems was provided by allowing an infinity in the $-calculus
operators ( $-expressions), by allowing simple $-expressions to represent non-recursive functions, and by allowing to
modify/approximate the solutions in successive loop iterations of the kΩ -optimization.
The approach to problem solving in the $-calculus is based on optimization of two trees (both potentially of an
infinite depth and/or width): one representing the meta-search to solve the problem (and called the kΩ -optimization),
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and another representing the problem to solve. Both trees have the costs associated with them, representing the costs
of search and the quality of solutions. For technical reasons, we collapsed both trees to one tree, on which the kΩ -
optimization works finding the best quality solutions and minimizing the costs of resources to obtain such solutions.
That leads to the optimization, search optimization, and total optimization that are solved in the $-calculus using the
same uniform methods. In the paper, we provided sufficient conditions guaranteeing that the goal of computation
(the optimum, search optimum, or total optimum) will be found (perhaps, in the infinity). We demonstrated that
the best search method (the universal algorithm) does not exist, however it can be approximated by the kΩ -search
incrementally increasing the quality of solution. As it was demonstrated by the implementation efforts (see e.g., CCL
and CO$T [23,25]), the $-calculus is not only a pure theoretical model, but it is implementable.
However, many problems remain to be solved. In particular, we do not know whether it is possible to provide a
small (but complete) subset of cost functions (a library) from which all other possible cost functions could be derived.
The multiobjective optimization was used only for the solution of total optimization problems. However, it could be
used as a tool for the “emerging behavior” of multiple agents, i.e., the agents may consider two optima: its own and
of the whole group. This could be used in addition to parameter Ω , responsible for the agent’s optimization interests.
We do not know how practically use the kΩ -search to derive better search algorithms. In theory, as was presented in
this paper we know how, but how to translate that to achieve this in practice? Can we use an “imperfect” (in the sense
that it can be improved, i.e., not being optimal) the kΩ -optimization to obtain a better version of itself (i.e., something
in the style of bootstrapping compilers allowing to obtain better versions of themselves)? How to extend optimization
and total optimization to provide the guidance in the solutions of undecidable problems? If the cost of an infinite path
is finite, i.e., forming a convergent series, we have a finite measure to guide the search, however, if the cost is infinite,
we have only one value∞ that is not so useful in the search. In other words, it is not enough to know that the cost
of the path is infinite if the limit does not exist, but perhaps to allow to have different types of infinity (to extend
the ordering relation) to choose between solutions with infinite costs. Is the cost programming paradigm, represented
by CCL and CO$T, a natural successor of procedural, functional, logic, and object-oriented paradigm sequel? Which
potential benefits can provide cost-driven architectures (being the equivalents of Hoare’s CSP Transputers [36] for
the $-calculus, i.e., the $-calculus hardware representatives)? How effectively and in which technology cost-driven
computers should be designed?
We hope that these and many other questions will be answered in the future, and that it is worthy and needed to do
research in the area, having all the potentials to bring new and surprising results.
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